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I HAVE A CONFESSION: I AM REALLY BAD AT MAKING PREDICTIONS 
about the future. After discussing current events with my high school 
students, one will often ask, “Mr. Boone, what do you think will hap-
pen?” I always take the bait and then face my students’ teasing when I 
inevitably get it wrong. 

Some of my more recent predictions: Donald Trump will never be 
elected President of the USA, Justin Trudeau will not win a majority 
in 2015, we will not have to wear masks during covid, Putin would 
never launch a full-scale invasion of Ukraine . . . you get the point. My 
students love to point out my poor track record, and I have yet to resist Continued on page 3

The Pope's admission of shame over residential schools stirs up cautious optimism 
for reconciliation.  |  Jonathan Boone

WHAT GOOD IS AN APOLOGY?

Theme: DUET

Third from left, Archbishop Donald Bolen from Saskatchewan with members of the Indigenous delegation from Canada in 
St. Peter's square after an audience with Pope Francis, at the Vatican, April 1, 2022 .

the temptation to give my opinion.
On whether Pope Francis would 

apologize to the Indigenous 
people of Canada for the Roman 
Catholic Church’s role in the harm 
done through Indian Residential 
Schools, I gave a more cautious 
response, something like: “I don’t 
think so, but I certainly hope so, 
and I hope to God that I am wrong 

again.” 
It was beautiful and moving 

to hear my students express their 
own deep desire that Pope Fran-
cis would not just acknowledge 
the harm done by the church, but 
take responsibility for it by apolo-
gizing as well. From the bottom of 
my heart I thank God that students 
at Christian schools today are far 
more familiar with residential 
schools, colonialism and Indigen-
ous cultural revitalization than the 
students I taught a generation ago. 
When I started my career this was 
all new (and threatening) because 
we did not have ears to hear what 
our Indigenous neighbours had 

RADICAL 
HOPE 

Fifty years later, is Bruce 
Cockburn’s music still 
relevant? |  Brian J. Walsh

AT 76 YEARS OLD, Bruce Cock-
burn is one of Canada’s most dec-
orated musicians: 37 albums, 13 
Junos and a recipient of the Order 
of Canada. As Cockburn makes 
his way around North America 
for his 50th anniversary tour (sec-
ond attempt, due to covid), one 
of his encore songs may catch 
listeners by surprise. “When the 
Sun Goes Nova” was on and off 
set lists in the 70’s, and the off-
beat song has only very recently 
made a comeback.

When I first heard the song as 
a 20-year-old, it seemed like a bit 
of lightheartedness in the midst 
of an otherwise serious and dark 
album (Night Vision, 1973). With 
an almost Vaudeville-show-tune 
feel, a youthful Cockburn sang: 
“If you're on the bum / And the 
policemen come / If you lose your 
grip / Or your trousers rip / I'll be 
waiting dear.”

It’s taken me most of the past 50 
years to understand that the song is 
more than just comic relief. Cock-
burn is no longer a young folk-
singer; the gravity and tenor of his 
septuagenarian voice and our 2022 
context of plague, war and envi-

Continued on page 2
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been trying to tell us about their collective experiences. Canadian Chris-
tian youth today are more open to listening and responding.  

A GOOD NEWS DAY
I have another confession to make: I am a news junkie. Shamefully, I 
am often more faithful at reading the news than reading Scripture. I 
cannot seem to drive without ritually tuning in to CBC news, much to 
the chagrin of my children when they were younger. I’ve learned to 
expect the daily barrage of negative, sometimes sensationalist head-
lines, so imagine my surprise on April 1st when good news dominated 
the headlines: Pope Francis had indeed apologized to the Indigenous 
delegates gathered in the Vatican. 

As I wondered if this was a very distasteful April Fool’s joke, an 
elderly Indigenous friend texted to say that “her heart was relieved” 
to know the Pope had apologized. She credited his acknowledgment 
of shame “to the voices of the lost children in unmarked graves across 
Canada finally being heard.” While we both expressed our joy, we 
both also admitted to being skeptical that it would happen. My friend 
commented that just a few short years ago she had “no hope” any 
Pope would ever apologize for the harm done at residential schools. 
While some are scrutinizing and debating the Pope’s apology, let’s 
not lose sight of the fact that a door has been opened, offering a new 
way forward for all Canadians and Christians, Catholic or not. Again, 
thank God the times have changed, and that this Pope is committed 
to listening and responding in ways that previous popes (and other 
Christian leaders) have not.

BROKEN TRUST
While none of the Indigenous friends and colleagues I’ve talked to 
dismissed the Pope’s apology, all of them were hesitant about getting 
too excited or accepting it without reservation. Another Indigenous 
elder told me that the devastating trauma inflicted on her extended 
family and home community at the (literal) hands of the Catholic 
church and residential school staff is so real, pervasive and deep that 
she “does not know what to do with his apology” at this time. Let’s 
acknowledge that there is real, hard work ahead for all Canadians, 

POPE APOLOGY CONTINUED

whether Catholic or not, Indigen-
ous or not.

We all know that an apology 
without repentance is not only 
worthless, but potentially more 
damaging than if nothing was 
said at all, especially when it is 
made by powerful public leaders. 
Recall the historic and hope-filled 
moment in June 2008 when Prime 
Minister Stephen Harper issued a 
public and moving apology to the 
Indigenous peoples of Canada for 
the harm done to them through 
residential schools. I eagerly told 
my students that nothing would 
be the same for our country mov-
ing forward. 

Only one year later at a G20 
conference, the same Prime Min-
ister outrageously stated, “Can-
ada has no history of colonial-
ism.” In other words, the apology 
was more symbolic than sincere, 
adding insult to injury for Can-
ada’s Indigenous peoples and 
casting more skepticism on an 
already traumatized population. 
Let’s remember Jesus’ teaching 
in the Gospel of Luke that we are 
to consider the cost of building a 
tower before we set out to build 
it, lest we be ridiculed for our 
lack of judgment. 

NO ROOM FOR 
PATERNALISM
Is it any wonder that most In-
digenous people are hesitant to 
get excited over this much-need-
ed, very late, yet apparently sin-
cere apology from the head of the 

here thousands of years after En-
bridge is gone.” Perhaps the same 
thing could be said of the nation 
state of Canada, or – at the risk 
of sacrilege – of the Christian 
Church itself. Indigenous people 
have demonstrated that they are 
here to stay. They have not been 
absorbed into the body politic. 
Remarkably, they want to walk 
with us on a new, shared path 
into a better, stronger and health-
ier relationship. May we have the 
courage to accept in humility and 
walk with them, for their sake 
and for ours.

When Jorge Mario Bergoglio 
became Pope in 2013, he chose 
the name of St. Francis – the first 
pope to ever do so – echoing the 
commitment of his namesake for 
the disenfranchised and margin-
alized peoples of his own day.  

Allow me to close with this pre-
diction: The pathway of recon-
ciliation that lies ahead of us will 
not be easy, but it will be good. 

On that prediction, I am quite 
confident I’ve got it right. 

Jonathan Boone

Jonathan teaches at 
Vernon Christian school 
in the Okanagan valley, 
ancestral home of the 
Syilx people since time im-
memorial.

Catholic Church? One Indigen-
ous educator put it this way, “the 
next steps will show whether he 
means it or not.” Just what those 
next steps are has yet to be de-
termined. 

One thing is clear: our next 
moves must be guided by In-
digenous people themselves, 
with no hint of arrogant pater-
nalism. Had we been listening 
to our Indigenous neighbours (or 
the teachings of Jesus) earlier in 
this complicated relationship, we 
would not be in this situation. I’m 
thankful that Indigenous people 
have shown so much patience 
and resiliency as they waited for 
this moment in their shared, com-
plicated history with Canada and 
all Christian churches. May we 
show the same commitment to 
patience and resiliency and not 
rush into easy solutions that ori-
ginate from outside Indigenous 
communities.

GENERATION 
AFTER GENERATION
In the face of overwhelming 
pressure from Enbridge to ap-
prove the Northern Gateway 
oil pipeline project, a young In-
digenous leader told my students, 

“We were here thousands of years 
before Enbridge, and we will be 

May God bless us with discomfort
At easy answers, half-truths,
And superficial relationships
So that we may live
Deep within our hearts.
May God bless us with anger
At injustice, oppression,
And exploitation of people,
So that we may work for
Justice, freedom and peace.
May God bless us with tears
To shed for those who suffer from pain,
Injustice, starvation and war,
So that we may reach out our hands
To comfort them and
To turn their pain into joy.
And may God bless us with enough foolishness
To believe we can
Make a difference in the world,
So that we can do
What others claim cannot be done.

A FRANCISCAN BLESSING

A door has been opened, offering a 
new way forward for all Canadians and 

Christians, Roman Catholic or not.
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Brian Walsh

Brian teaches through 
the online forum, biblere-
mixed.ca. He is the au-
thor of numerous books 
including, Kicking at the 
Darkness: Bruce Cock-
burn and the Christian 
Imagination (Brazos).

ronmental collapse gives these 
lyrics a profound new meaning.

“When the sun goes nova / 
And the world turns over / I don’t 
want to be alone / So honey come 
on home”

There is something disquietly 
apocalyptic about this. When the 
sun that gives us our energy and 
our secure place in the universe, 
blows apart. When everything is 
turned on its head and you can’t 
find your bearings. You sure 
don’t want to be alone. In the 
midst of the chaos that renders us 
desperately homeless in creation, 
in society and deep within our-
selves, we long for the safety and 
familiarity of home.

WAR AND CLIMATE CRISIS
In our post-truth world, it might 
be good to hear again the kind 
of dismantling that Cockburn 
accomplished in his 1985 song, 
“People See Through You”. 
While written in the context of 
Reagan era interventions in Cen-
tral America, doesn’t this song 
resonate with the terror we are 
seeing in Ukraine these days?

“You've got instant communi-
cation / Instant data tabulation / 
You got the forces of occupation 
/ But you don't get capitulation / 
‘Cause people see through you” 
(World of Wonders).

Or how about the climate cri-
sis? Isn’t it good to have someone 
remind us that: “In this cold com-
modity culture / Where you lay 
your money down / It's hard to 
even notice / That all this earth is 
hallowed ground / Harder still to 
feel it / Basic as a breath / Love is 
stronger than darkness / Love is 
stronger than death” (“The Gift,” 
Big Circumstance).

Don’t these tight eight lines 
capture both the heart of the prob-
lem, and the deepest resource of 
hope? We reduce the world to a 
commodity, forget that the earth 
is nothing less than the temple of 
God and become alienated from 
the love that is the very founda-
tion of all creation. 

Why should we seek a path of 
caring wisdom in the face of eco-
logical insanity? 

Further Adventures Of). Playing 
off the 13th century hymn “Sta-
bat Mater” which sings of Mary’s 
sorrow bearing witness to Jesus 
on the cross, Cockburn’s 2016 
song, “Stab at Matter” (Bone on 
Bone) situates the artist at the foot 
of the cross. But “Stab at Matter” 
takes an apocalyptic turn as the 
song bears witness to a world still 
hanging on that cross: “you got 
lamentation / you got dislocation / 
sirens wailing and the walls come 
down.” Again, Cockburn does not 
avert his gaze or allow us to ig-
nore the dissolution all around and 
deep within us. Walls of protec-
tion are crumbling and we are left 
defenceless. But there is hope in 
these falling walls. “You got trans-
formation / thunder shaking / seal 
is broken and the spirit flies.” The 
world might be imploding and the 
false temples of our civic religion 
trembling, but somehow this is all 
a sign that “the Lord draws nigh.”

For good reason, apocalyptic 
imagery and eschatological hope 
intensifies during times of deep 
historical crisis, debilitating anxi-
ety and cultural collapse. When it 
is all falling apart, when the sto-
ry of your life and the life of your 
world seems to hit a dead end, all 
you can do is to “step out from the 
past and try to hold the line” while 
you are asking, “so how come his-
tory takes such a long, long time 
/ when you’re waiting for a mir-
acle” (“Waiting for a Miracle,” 
Waiting for a Miracle). And if you 
have eyes to see “just beyond the 
range of normal sight” you might 
catch a glimpse of Jesus in the 
fray of our history, “this glittering 
joker . . . dancing in the dragon’s 
jaws” (“Hills of Morning,” Danc-
ing in the Dragon’s Jaws).

THE JESUS TRAIN
Fifty years (and counting), Bruce 
Cockburn’s art continues to speak 
beautifully and powerfully into 
our 21st century realities. Recog-
nized as one of the finest guitarists 
of our time, Cockburn’s fusion of 
folk, rock, reggae and jazz speaks 
into our malaise, as he bears wit-
ness to radical hope.

Throughout my adult life – my 
years as a campus chaplain, as a 
writer, scholar and professor – I 

Because love goes all the way down. In Cockburn’s imagination, 
the love that fires the sun calls forth love in response. “We’re given 
love and love must be returned / that’s all the bearings that you need 
to learn / see how the starwheel turns” (“Starwheel,” Joy Will Find a 
Way). Sounds like Psalm 19. Heck, it sounds like Jesus!

HYMNS OF LAMENT
In contrast to much superficial, sentimentally happy, Christian music, 
Cockburn knows the power of lament. He bears witness to the deep 
struggles of faith, doubt and disappointment. 

In his 1996 song “The Whole Night Sky,” Cockburn offers words of 
empathy: “Derailed and desperate / Hanging from this high wire / By 
the tatters of my faith.” Listeners are invited to insert their own trag-
ic loss or to think about times when they questioned everything about 
themselves, faith and God. “Sometimes a wind comes out of nowhere 
/ And knocks you off your feet.” When you’re going through such a 
season, isn’t there some comfort, some sense of recognition, when you 
hear a contemporary psalmist describe your reality? “And look, see my 
tears / They fill the whole night sky” (“The Whole Night Sky,” Charity 
of Night).

But Cockburn is no “singer of songs without hope” (“Feast of Fools,” 

have found Cockburn’s music to 
resonate deeply with scripture, 
and to be a faithful companion on 
the path of Christian discipleship. 
Some years ago, after Cockburn 
had written his memoir, Rumours 
of Glory, I asked him if he had 
written any new songs. “Yes,” he 
replied. “I’ve written something 
very ‘Christian’.” “Like, ‘how 
Christian?’” I asked. “Like ‘get 
on the Jesus train’ Christian,” he 
replied.

“Jesus Train” was released in 
2017 on the Bone on Bone album. 
And while the motif of ‘trains’ has 
been ubiquitous in Cockburn’s 
body of work, this train has a clear 
destination. “I'm on a Jesus train 
. . . headed for the City of God.” 
The artist finds himself “stand-
ing on the platform / awed by the 
power.” He feels “the fire of love.” 
The love that fires the universe is 
somehow all around him, compel-
ling, inviting, calling. He testifies, 
“feel the hand upon my shoulder 
saying ‘brother climb aboard’ / 
I’m on a Jesus train.” There is 
something wonderfully simple 
and direct about this. Cockburn 
knows all about “post-ironic pos-
tulating” (“Don’t Forget About 
Delight,” You’ve Never Seen Ev-
erything), his path has led through 
“dark places,” and sometimes the 
darkness was his friend (“Pacing 
the Cage, Charity of Night). He 
has known “wounded streets and 
whispered prayers” (“Everywhere 
Dance,” You’ve Never Seen Ev-
erything), and he has been led 
beside “Strange Waters” (Char-
ity of Night), but when it comes 
right down to it, he is on the Jesus 
Train, headed for the City of God.

So friends, have you found 
yourself “derailed and desperate”? 
Then Cockburn invites you to get 
back on track, to get on board the 
Jesus train. Maybe after all these 
years, Mr. Cockburn serves as a 
conductor on this train. It’s going 
home.  

Brian interviewing Bruce at the 2012 Festival of Faith and Writing at Calvin University. 
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Cockburn albums mentioned in this article, with release dates from 1973 to 2003.

RADICAL CONTINUED
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Guest Editorial

THIS MONTH’S THEME IS “DUET,” which to me as a musician means 
singing. Duets can involve turn-taking, harmonising, or counter-mel-
ody, and each produces a different effect for the listener. How do 
voices work together, complementing or contrasting each other to cre-
ate something greater than the single voice can manage? 

As well as a musician, I am a scholar of media and religion, and on 
those grounds I was invited to write this guest editorial. So permit me 
to get a bit intellectual, though the music metaphor is still instructive.

“Media” includes so much more than just “the media,” which we 
often use to talk about journalism. It’s the various ways we consume 
messages, digital and physical, as well as the content of those messa-
ges. We can imagine our lives in a duet with media. That works, but 
I’m not sure it describes life for the majority of us these days. Aca-
demics are moving on from blunt distinctions of “offline,” “online” 
and the famous phrase “in real life.” When screens and text are always 
near at hand, and messages come to us from upstairs, across town, or 
around the globe, when is it that we’re “off”? How are these conver-
sations not “real life”?

Dutch media scholar Mark Deuze has an idea I find helpful. He says 
we don’t live with media, we live in media. He doesn’t mean it in an 
upbeat, techno-optimistic kind of way, but neither is it depressing. It’s 
a descriptive statement. As I like to put it, it’s the sea we swim in.

Two years and more of pandemic and repeated lockdowns have 
surely brought this home to us. Though it’s been an incredible strug-
gle for many, it has been possible precisely because getting paid and 
paying bills, ordering groceries, meeting with doctors and catching up 
with grandparents can all be managed online. I’m a university lectur-
er, and though delivering classes online was not ideal or preferable, 
the structures were there to make it happen. Life didn’t stop.

To illustrate life in media, Deuze notes that the WHO placed what 
they call an “infodemic” at the same level of seriousness as the 
Covid-19 pandemic itself. A lack of information, too much informa-
tion, unwittingly wrong information and deliberately false informa-
tion – all contribute to the ill health of the people on the planet. Media 
are essential to life.

LIVING WITH(IN) MEDIA
So if the duet is not between us and media, how do we apply this meta-
phor? Let’s return to music. A pure, solitary voice can be lovely. But 
think about what happens when a second voice comes in. Even when 
singing in unison, the vibrations of two voices provide us with new 
information. When the voices depart into harmony, the hair rises on 
the back of our neck, our heart beats faster and we’re in the presence 
of magic.

HARMONIOUS 
ENCOUNTERS 

Michael Munnik | Guest Editor
Michael is a musician, academic and former broadcast journalist. He lectures at 
Cardiff University in Cardiff, UK, on the sociology of media and religion. Prior to 
that, he worked at CBC Radio Ottawa and served on the board of The Presbyter-
ian Record. You can find his music at https://michaelmunnik.bandcamp.com/.

Our limited perspective is a 
solitary voice. The richer sonic 
palette is the result of our encoun-
ter with difference. We have these 
encounters in media. We don’t 
need to look hard to find other 
perspectives: they are as close as 
our fingerprint on a sensor or our 
eyes’ flicking gaze as we pass a 
window. Fastening our attention 
to these other voices, we join in 
a duet.

Turn-taking in music, with one 
singer followed by another, is 
like the conversation that allows 
us to share our views and hear 
others. It’s exciting and, ideally, 
equitable. Harmony is when we 
bring the voices so close they 
touch. Their difference is clear, 
but they build, add and make the 
sound grow. It takes skill to har-
monise well, listening and shar-
ing at the same time, but when it’s 
good, we know it. As depressed 
as we might be at the bad-faith 
arguments we see in media, we 
can also remember examples of 
growth that would not have been 
possible without it.

Counter-melody is a harder 
one. When you encounter a per-
spective that jars, that doesn’t 
fit with what you expect or are 
used to hearing, you might recoil. 
But in music, the sound that jars 
turns our attention towards it. Our 
brain is working to resolve the 
difference that we hear, and the 
complexity in turn can help us 
to expand. Is there something in 
there we hadn’t heard before that 
is nonetheless beautiful or true? 
Of course, not every pair of notes 
works well together, but if we 
content ourselves with playing 
“Hot Cross Buns” all the time, 
we’ll never get a symphony.

Deuze has a final note that’s 
worth considering. Because our 
lives are in media, we are heavi-
ly invested in the information we 
receive. He advises us to develop 
our emotional literacy, to under-
stand how information affects 
us and continually monitor how 
it makes us feel – to react more 
slowly and cautiously. The work 
of living within media is challen-
ging but worthwhile. Played right, 
our encounters with different 
voices can expand our lives.  

'JAZZ' BY ALEX NICHOLS
Nichols is a freestyle weaver who uses a Saori loom and hand 
weaving techniques to create impressionist wall hangings from 
yarn and unconventional materials. Nichols is an artist with spe-
cial needs who expresses himself through art. “Music makes me 
feel like I am in a different world. I like the rhythm. I want to make 
my weavings look like they have rhythm," says Nichols about 
'Jazz'. Find more of his work on lnichols9.wixsite.com.

How do voices work together 
to create something greater than the 

single voice can manage? 
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Editorial / Letters

RIGHT PRIORITIES 
Thank you, Syd, for such a well written article (“Thankful for the 
binational CRC!” March 14)! Highlighting our differences weak-
ens our Christian message. Focusing our time and energy on how 
we can thrive as a bi-national denomination (in spite of our dif-
ferences) responds to our call to reflect the whole body of Christ.

Karen Van Niejenhuis

BI-NATIONAL TRUST 
Thank you Syd (“Thankful for the binational CRC!” March 
14)! I agree with you – the advantages of being one bi-national 
church have and will continue to outweigh the disadvantages. 
Having served on the Board of Trustees, my experience was 
that the US delegates were not only respectful of what Cana-
dians had to propose, they were ready to support them when 
they made denominational sense – which they usually did. What 
good thing(s) needs to happen on this side of the border that our 
US brothers and sisters in Christ would oppose or refuse to sup-
port or that our present structure would prohibit?

Bill Tuininga

THE MEANING OF FEAR 
Roland mentions that we are more divided than ever (“Stay Cu-
rious” by Roland De Vries). People are easily fearful because 
of the volume of social, economic and political issues. To quote 
President  Roosevelt, “The only thing we have to fear is fear 
itself”. . . as it can make things worse. But what does one mean 
with “the fear of the Lord”? Fear is often misunderstood as angst 
or trembling instead of our sense of awe.  Fear has polysemous 
‘multiple’ meanings in the English language while in German it is 
not that flexible.  We shouldn’t shut down an honest conversation.  

George Lieuwen 
Langley, B.C.

 

THANK YOU! 
We are retired folk in our early 80’s. Please know that we appre-
ciate CC, especially the Monday emails with the intros to recent 
and new articles. Thank you. Keep up the good work.

Joan and Peter Schaafsma
Victoria, B.C.

CC’S SMALL SIZE STILL DELIVERS 
If this issue (April 11, 2022) is an indication of what happens 
to the Christian Courier when the size gets smaller, let me give 
you my wholehearted applause. This issue was outstanding and 
beautiful. Maaike's article about Betty Spaakman's fantastic art-
work made me wish I could jump on a plane and come to see this 
important exhibition. I hope that folks will take the time to look 
up Bruce Herman's Qu4rtets no. 3. It is a truly beautiful painting 
and one of a series. When Maaike says, “our writers in this issue 
are rather blunt – ‘We cannot know how this ends,’” this quote 
is surrounded by pictures of the beauty of God's creation which 
gives us comfort and is evidence of His grace.

George Langbroek
St. Catharines, Ont. 

VACCINE PROMISES 
My mother, who is in her 80s, was a nurse in four countries (Neth-
erlands, Ivory Coast, England and Canada). She saw firsthand 
how vaccines saved many lives. My father was a pig farmer and 
saw how vaccines saved the lives of many animals. The vaccines 
are doing what has been “promised” (reply to Brandon Vanden-
Dool letter, March 14). The data shows clearly that the vaccine 
protects the lives of those getting it, by greatly reducing the need 
for hospitalization. A law requiring truckers get vaccinated, even 
if it means the truckers need to get boosters, is not unjust. 

Herb van den Dool

MADE FOR FLOURISHING
Maaike VanderMeer  | Guest Editor
Instruments that Maaike dreams of playing well include the cello, thumb 
piano and erhu. 

I PLAY FLUTE; my sister Joanna plays violin. We find that duets written 
for different instruments rarely share the melody. We’ve become adept 
at swapping parts. Bowing marks become creative suggestions for my 
breathing and Joanna lowers those soaring flute melodies by an octave.

Not all duets are created equal. In our relationships large and small, 
we tend to mark some humans as “other,” and bully their voice into 
silence rather than listening and learning to share the melody. We tell 
narratives that calcify expected parts and reinforce the presumed lead-
ers. In this issue, Jonathan Boone and his community tentatively cele-
brate as the Pope takes responsibility for a relationship gone horribly 
wrong. The only way forward, says Boone, is to truly share a melody 
line; truly embrace the voice of the other.

GENEROUS JUSTICE
Martin Luther King Jr. said the moral universe “bends towards justice.” 
Here is one story that hums with justice: in 1847 the Choctaw nation 
collected money for Ireland during the Potato Famine, one colonized 
people recognizing another. In 2020, Navajo and Hopi lands were the 

areas worst hit with covid in America. And Irish people, remembering 
the gift from the Choctaw, sent generous goodwill donations to the 
Navajo and Hopi people. They considered it a favour returned.

Listening for justice, for right relationships and an honest reckoning 
of ourselves and the “other,” is a work that takes time. I could swear 
that I play more in tune with my sister’s violin than anyone else, from 
the sheer hours we’ve put into hearing each other. When Bruce Gilles-
pie drew Moses receiving the Ten Commandments (p. 18), he wrote 
musical notes onto the stone tablets. He offers us the chance to recon-
sider what we expect from God, and what God might expect from us. 
But listening extends to the created world as well.

UNDERGROUND CONNECTIONS 
In a radio interview with On Being, Suzanne Simard, a groundbreaking 
scientist here in B.C., explained that scientists (and the logging indus-
try) have operated from the assumption that trees compete for light. But 
the forest is not built simply for survival, she insists. It’s built for flour-
ishing. The systems are meant for recovery; underground, the forest 
thrives by collaboration – trees and fungi and wild plants all engaged in 
a conversation more sophisticated than we ever imagined, nourishing 
each other, warning each other and helping each other survive fires, 
floods and disease.

With the trees, we share a Creator who intends just as much for our 
flourishing. We, too, are made for recovery, we are bent towards jus-
tice. Despite our broken relationships with each other, God and the 
earth, we are still connected. Our realities and futures are entwined. 
Each of us has a place in the music.  
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“TODAY A LADY, SEEING MY WALKER, OFFERED TO HOLD THE DOOR 
for me. I nodded and wrote ‘thank you’ on the writing board I carry 
everywhere. She began laughing. It was not a mean laugh, not even 
intentional, more just a nervous one that lasted the entire time of our 
interaction as she opened first one door than another for me – that's a 
long time when someone’s laughing at you. I didn't address her laughter, 
but it hurt. I just smiled, looked her confidently in the eye, ignored her 
giggles, and went on my way.”

My friend Jenna shared this story on social media in an effort to edu-
cate others about the ableism she experiences on a regular basis. Jenna 
uses a walker, wheelchair and devices that help her to communicate 
without talking, such as a writing board. 

Most people are familiar with the issues of racism or sexism and 
many organizations offer training to help minimize discrimination 

LET’S END ABLEISM
Becky Jones, Disability Concerns

based on race, ethnicity, sex or 
gender. But far fewer people are 
familiar with the term ableism and 
what it means. For people living 
with a disability, ableist attitudes 
and systems are extremely hurtful. 
They challenge the individual's 
personal rights and freedoms. 

Ableism is: attitudes, actions, 
and/or circumstances that devalue 
people because they have a dis-
ability or are perceived as having 
a disability. Intentional or uninten-
tional discrimination or oppres-
sion of disabled individuals. Any-
thing that positions a person with-
out a disability over a person with 
a disability, solely based on their 
differences in ability. Attitudes, 
actions or systems that consider a 
person with a disability as inferior.

Within the Disability Min-
istry of the Christian Reformed 
Church in North America, we 
want to expand our understanding 
of ableism as we work to elimin-
ate it. We invite you to join the 
conversation. Let’s end #Ableis-
mAtChurch by participating in a 
training event on August 11 and 
12, 2022 from 11:00 AM to 2:00 
PM EST (via Zoom) on hosting 
a Disability Awareness Sunday at 
your church that focuses on elim-
inating ableism. 

To find out more visit: bit.ly/
ableismatchurch.

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN TO 
PLAY CHURCH?

OUR CHURCH was in the midst of 
giving our nursery a fresh, new 
look and as this project took off, 
we found ourselves wrestling with 
ideas of what to include for dra-
matic play. After visiting a kin-
dergarten classroom and watch-
ing the children play “house,” it 
dawned on me that kids mimic 
adults in everything they do. We 
have play kitchens, tool benches, 
vacuums and fishing rods. This 
is how kids learn about the world 
around them. All of a sudden, I 
could just imagine how kids could 
play “church” and experience 
church in a tactile environment! 

 Pretend play gives children an 
opportunity to practice adult roles, 
solve problems and act out feelings 
they can’t yet express in words. So 
why not engage children in what 
they see happening during sanc-
tuary worship, but in a size that is 
functional for them to play?

 After brainstorming with Mimi 
Larson (the Children’s Ministry 
Catalyzer for Faith Formation 
Ministries), I discovered that play 
churches had already been cre-
ated in some European churches 
such as the Diocese of Edinburgh, 
Linköpings Cathedral (Sweden) 
and St. Catherine’s Play Church in 
Malmö, Sweden. Here at Covenant 
CRC (Edmonton, AB), plans were 
drawn up and a team put together 
to build our own version of a play 
church. We completed the project 
and set it up in November 2021. 

Children have been given every-
thing they need to play at church; 
equipment includes a kid sized 
pulpit, baptismal font, communion 
table, pew and piano. Accessories 
that children can play with inside 
are a bible, hymnbook, baby in bap-
tismal gown, pitcher, wine cups, 
grapes and bread, microphone and 
seasonal play items like an Advent 
wreath and Lent manipulatives. 
There are even “stained glass” 
windows and colour changes for 
the liturgical cloth on the cross.

 Originally our Play Church 
was for kids ages 0-2, but with the 
nursery temporarily closed due 
to covid, we set it up in the foy-
er. In this location, it was open to 
all ages and we noticed kids aged 
1-10 playing before, during and 
after worship services, but also 
throughout the week with other 
ministries. In this visible area the 
message is clear that children are 
important and valuable members 
of our church family. Children can 
be seen preaching the gospel, bap-
tizing babies and lighting candles 
during the Advent season in their 
church. I hope that Play Church 
will lead to greater amounts of im-
agination, enhance children’s curi-
osity about the church they worship 
in, and grow in their knowledge of 
how and why we worship. And by 
extension, I pray that children feel 
encouraged to be involved and thus 
grow in their faith and relationship 
with Jesus.

Jennifer Uitvlugt, Family Ministries
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HAVE YOU EVER BEEN TO 
PLAY CHURCH?

CONFUSION AT KING’S

“YOU’RE A NAME, NOT A NUMBER.”
This slogan was often quoted when I started at The King’s Univer-

sity in Edmonton, Alberta in 2014. I enrolled because of the small 
class sizes, the faculty to student ratio and the tight-knit community. 
I look back fondly on the courses I took where students and the pro-
fessors were passionate about the subject. We could joke around with 
the professors, have deep discussions about the course content, and 
ask them for advice and guidance on life problems or how to navigate 
our academic careers. I felt like I could walk into anyone’s office and 
have a good conversation.

Then, in February, I heard news that surprised me. King’s laid off 
three staff and one faculty member: Dr. Tetyana Khramova, Kathleen 
Busch, Shannon D’Agnone and Dr. Neal DeRoo. Khramova, Busch 
and D’Agnone all held positions that influenced the student experi-
ence at King’s, and DeRoo was a tenured philosophy professor.

The real shock came when I looked for more information about 
the decision. The news of the layoffs was broken to the community 
through an article in the school newspaper The Chronicle, written 
by a student. The school newspaper received an anonymous tip and 
instructions to print the story. “We students were never officially told 
about [the layoffs]; it came through rumours,” says Rachel Boone, 
editor for The Chronicle, “It should have come from the university, 
but they showed no intention of telling students.”

A SENSE OF BETRAYAL 
Anika Stork wrote the breaking article. Stork reached out to King’s 
president Dr. Melanie Humphreys for clarification on the anonymous 
tip. On Stork’s initiative, Humphreys’ response was included in the 
article. Stork explains, “The excerpt from Dr. Humphreys was and 
still has been the only formal open comment that the administration 
has made in regards to the entire situation.” In it, Humphreys ex-
plained the need to produce a “conservative and balanced” budget for 
the Board, mentioning the layoffs in her concluding sentences: “Re-
gretfully, the requirement to minimize our proposed operating budget 
deficit meant that we needed to lay off four employees. Great care 
was taken to ensure that we could maintain programs and services to 
students despite these reductions.”

But the immediate response of students wasn’t to question whether 
they lost resources; they expressed shock at the drastic move being 
taken without forewarning. “It seems out of character for the uni-
versity to go about it this way,” says Boone. “When you hear about 
it from word of mouth, you don’t get the whole picture, you don’t 
understand why it’s happening,” says Adrian Bajaro, president of the 
King’s Students’ Association.

The four individuals laid off were all heavily involved with the 
students. Dr. Neal DeRoo, a tenured Philosophy professor, proved 
himself as a valuable part of the King’s community. DeRoo played 
an active role in The King’s Helping Hands, a club dedicated to im-
proving the community through volunteer work, and contributed to 
multiple mental health awareness events. In addition to his active 
involvement in the King’s community, DeRoo is a tier two Canada 

Unexpected layoffs have shocked the student 
community and prompted an open letter asking for 
transparency. |  Sarah van der Ende

Research Chair, one of only two at King’s. The appointment to a 
research chair position is a prestigious honour, and comes with a size-
able research grant. Grants are critical for furthering a professor’s re-
search and career; they help pay for research assistants and resources, 
both of which can benefit the university. 

“They don’t need to tell us all the details, but to give some sort of 
justification or a heads up,” says Boone. “I trust that they put due 
thought and reason into the decision, but there’s lots of confusion and 
sadness about it. There’s almost a sense of betrayal – how could they 
do this to us without explaining or even telling us?”

A PETITION FOR CHANGE 
Late last year, King’s received an anonymous 20 million dollar do-
nation for the development of their Centre for Excellence in the Sci-
ences building. Construction is scheduled to begin in 2024. The ex-
pansion of the science faculty will increase the courses offered and 
implement new programs, making King’s more competitive. Howev-
er, when this wonderful news is mixed with rumours of layoffs due to 
financial concerns, it creates a dichotomy. And that confusion hasn’t 
been cleared up, says Boone.

The donation may have been earmarked specifically for building, 
but if so, the university could communicate that in a town hall meet-
ing and end the speculation, says Bajaro. Bajaro co-authored an open 
letter to the King’s administration calling for increased communica-
tion and transparency. The petition has 160 signatures so far, with 
most of the signees being current students or recent alumni.

“King’s has never been in the firmest of financial situations, but 
whenever we’ve had budgetary situations, we as a community figure 
out other ways of resolving that – staff take a budget cut or temporary 
layoffs or furloughs, nothing like this,” says Bajaro, whose position 
as president of the student’s association allows him to sit in on coun-
cil meetings and get an inside look at the running of King’s.

Sarah van der Ende

One of CC's board mem-
bers, Sarah is originally 
from Surrey, B.C. She 
completed her under-
graduate degree at The 
King’s University, and now 
lives in Halifax to work 
on a PhD in Biochemistry 
at Dalhousie University. 
She plans to specialize in 
medical genetics, and one 
day study rare genetic dis-
eases.
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Yes, the COVID-19 pandem-
ic put a lot of financial pressure 
on businesses, including King’s. 
“We recognize that the univer-
sity has a valid point in saying 
‘we needed to do something, we 
can’t be operating at a deficit,’” 
says Bajaro, who says the open 
letter is meant “as a constructive 
critique.”

Layoffs are a common practice 
in business for maintaining sta-
bility in times of financial stress, 
and King’s does have a policy in 
place to allow for the termination 
of a tenureship in the case of fi-
nancial exigency, though they 
have found ways around need-
ing to enact it in the past. But 
if King’s is about to become a 
university where layoffs unfor-
tunately do happen, there needs 
to be improvements to the checks 
and balances and accountability. 
“There are policies that guaran-
tee a sense of consultation when 
layoffs do happen, but consulta-
tion doesn’t mean collaboration,” 
says Bajaro, “That’s the issue 
that lots of students and faculty 
are feeling disgruntled with the 
university about. It seems like a 
lot of these systems in place are 
check marks or rubber stamps. 
It went through all these steps, 
therefore it is legitimate.”

King’s isn’t required to consult 
the student body on their deci-
sions. It’s not commonly done 
in other universities. But King’s 
isn’t a large university with doz-
ens of faculty and thousands of 
students. They’ve advertised 
themselves as different, and we, 
students past and present, ex-
pect more from them because of 
that. “To love one and another 
and exist in community, only for 
that community to be uprooted?” 
says Boone. “It will take a while 
for King’s to heal from this.” 

Shannon D’Agnone. Dr.  Neal DeRoo.

Dr. Tetyana Khramova. Kathleen Busch.

"How could they do this without 
explaining or even telling us?"
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FROM REFUGEE 
TO FAMILY

AS WE WATCH THE GUT-WRENCHING CONFLICT COVERAGE 
coming out of Ukraine, many of us are wondering what we can 
do to help. Images of destroyed shelters, video footage of babies 
too premature to be evacuated and news reports of civilian bodies 
in the streets are impossible to ignore – they cry out for justice. 
On this side of the ocean, many churches and communities have 
begun to ask questions about providing refuge for those fleeing 
the violence. BC 1Life, a Christian Reformed-based educational 
and leadership collective recently hosted a panel about this very 
question.

MOVING TOWARDS KINSHIP
The event facilitator, Dena Nicolai, works as a Refugee Support 
Mobilizer with the CRC in British Columbia, helping newcom-
ers and churches connect on a personal level. According to her, 
churches need to provide a sense of kinship for refugees. “Kin-
ship is hard work,” says Nicolai. “It’s not simple. It’s not easy.” 
But it’s necessary.

Churches need to move beyond providing for the newcomers’ 
needs. They need to move past standing with them in their pain 
and sorrow. Churches need to arrive at a symbiotic relationship. 
“There’s a huge difference between ‘you’re welcome here’ and 
‘you’re needed; you contribute to this community,’” explains 
Nicolai.

As one refugee shared with Nicolai: “We don’t always want to 
be the one having things done for us.”  Another said: “I want to 
put my hands together [and help].” Churches need to create space 
for newcomers to become active and involved members of their 
communities.

How is your church responding to war overseas?
Christina Van Starkenburg

THE WORDS WE USE
We can start by changing the 
way we talk about refugees. 
Some newcomers find them-
selves asking: How long will 
I be a refugee? When can I be 
a new immigrant or a helper? 
The way Mohammad, one of 
the newcomers Nicolai has 
worked with, puts it: “When I 
hear the word refugee, I think 
of someone who is poor and 
helpless. That’s not me.”

Instead of assuming that peo-
ple are fine with being called 
“refugee” or assuming that 
they’d rather be referred to 
another way, Nicolai suggests 
you ask. Let each person tell 
you if they want to be referred 
to as a refugee, a new immi-
grant, or something else. Be-
cause some might be fine with 
the term refugee. After all, as 
Nicolai points out “The root of 
‘refugee’ is ‘refuge,’ and refuge 
is important.”

DISCERNING THE 
PATH FORWARD
Most of us can’t do much about 
the deep injustices we’re seeing 
on the ground in Ukraine. But 
we shouldn’t close our hearts to 
the humanitarian impacts of war 
just because the problems seem 
too vast to solve. It’s important 
to do the best we can. As Nico-
lai points out, “It’s not sinful to 
be finite and limited.”

If your church is beginning to 
discern whether or not you can 
sponsor a refugee, take the time 
to listen to each other’s concerns 
and discern whether or not this 
is something you and your com-
munity can do. “I’m the last one 
to say every church in Canada 
should be sponsoring refugees,” 
said Nicolai. “Discernment is 
absolutely necessary. But if 
someone knocks on your door; 
you have to answer that.” 

Christina 
Van Starkenburg

Christina is an 
award-winning free-
lance writer and au-
thor. In her free time, 
she enjoys reading, 
dancing and exploring 
the world with her hus-
band and three kids.
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der William of Orange were not 
always paid on time and would, 
like the Spanish troops, some-
times turn into hooligans (see 
sidebar). That problem was not 
solved until the 1590’s. 

William of Orange’s dream of a 
society of religious freedom was 
not realized in the United Provinc-
es; the Calvinist Reformed faith 
became, for all practical purposes, 
a kind of established religion for 
several centuries in the Nether-
lands. When a scion of that same 
House of Orange became King of 
England (William III) his name 
would forever be linked to Protes-
tant suppression of Irish Catholi-
cism which took place after the 
Treaty of Limerick (1691) was 
signed.

As the Dutch claimed victory 
in the revolt, they began seizing 
Spanish overseas possessions in 
Asia, Africa and the Americas. 
In doing so, they became deeply 
involved in the dark crime eu-
phemistically described as the 
“trans-Atlantic slave trade.”

THE QUALITY OF MERCY 
When the Dutch rebels deposed 
Philip II as their king, they created 
an independent republic governed 
by a representative institution 

known as the States General. For 
the States General to function, the 
delegates, with grace and mercy, 
had to learn to listen to each other 
and, as a consequence, be open to 
alternative opinions. 

As Shakespeare stated in the 
Merchant of Venice, when mercy 
“seasons justice” it is “like a gen-
tle rain from heaven. . . that both 
blesses him that gives and him 
that receives.” That mercy, sorely 
lacking during the era of religious 
wars, slowly became an inner fi-
bre within the States General after 
1588.

Today, it is ever so important to 
rediscover the deep spirit of Chris-
tian mercy that is welded into the 
inner fibre of our own democratic 
institutions. Mercy creates room 
for religious, social, racial, sex-
ual and all other kinds of diver-
sities in the same society. That 
mercy is the only antidote to the 
toxic culture-war mentality which 
modern-day autocrats are happy 
to harness for their own political 
purposes. 

A HISTORY OF THE DUTCH REVOLT
THIS ARTICLE FOLLOWS TWO ONLINE HISTORICAL ARTICLES by 
Reitsma. The first, ‘A nation born during a century of war and law-
lessness’ (April 25) tells the story of the first twenty years of the 
war (1568-1588). During this time three “wellsprings of lawless-
ness” merged to erode civil society in the Low Countries: religious 
militarism hit in 1566 when underground Calvinists held illegal 
rallies. Philip II of Spain responded to the resulting iconoclastic 
violence with a heavy military hand. He sent the Duke of Alva at 
the head of mercenary soldiers who, when unpaid by Spain (1575 
and onwards), turned into armed hooligans that terrorized the Low 
Countries. In response, the provinces of the Low Countries created 
and dissolved a number of alliances during a time of myopic re-
gionalism. 

Reitsma’s second article, ‘When the Dutch put things back to-
gether again’ (May 2), details turns of fortune for the Dutch. Be-
tween 1588-1598, the Dutch army and navy (led by Maurice Prince 
of Orange) drove the Spanish out of the northern parts of the United 
Provinces. Their ability to hold and expand this territory was made 
possible by the States General, by innovative changes of mili-
tary tactics and by the unifying function of the Dutch Reformed 
Church. Find these articles at: www.christiancourier.ca/author/
richard-reitsma/. 

HISTORY RHYMES

AS THE OLD SAYING GOES: “HISTORY DOES NOT REPEAT ITSELF, but it 
often rhymes.” The past does not give us a blueprint for the future, but it 
can provide us insights into the trajectory of current events.

This year, many Dutch towns are celebrating the 450th anniversary of 
one of the most important turning points in the Eighty Years' War (1568 
– 1648), which resulted in The Netherlands becoming an independent 
republic. On April 1, 1572, a motley crew of seamen loyal to William 
of Orange and known as the Sea Beggars, captured and held their first 
town (Brielle) on the Dutch mainland. 

We can see clear parallels between today’s Russian-Ukrainian war 
and the violent chaos that overtook the Netherlands by 1588. Like Uka-
inians, the Dutch also endured long sieges during which terror was used 
as a military strategy and large waves of refugees fled to neighbouring 
countries. Tepid international support for the Dutch rebels seeking in-
dependence kept the revolt going but gave them few solid victories. 
The my-way-or-the-highway thinking of one king (Philip II) clashed 
with the more democratic impulses of the rebel leader (Prince William 
of Orange). Many cities during the first two decades of that grinding 
war were ruined and countless ordinary civilians, along with regular 
soldiers, became war casualties, as is happening now in Mariupol. 

And yet the Dutch rebels, after 1588, were able to put many things 
back together again. The United Provinces became a successful nation 
and even a safe haven for refugees fleeing conflicts and persecution in 
neighbouring countries.

There are five lessons from the Dutch Revolt story that may have 
something to say about what is happening in today’s world. The first 
two lessons are positive guides. The second two are like red warning 
flags, and the last lesson wraps the first four into one cohesive package 
of mercy. 

THE POWER OF “NO” 
In his book The Road to Unfreedom, Timothy Snyder uses the phrases 
“politics of inevitability” and “politics of eternity” to describe the two 

War or mercy, tyranny or democracy? The darkest 
decades of Dutch history hold important reminders 
for us today.  |  Richard Reitsma 

modern beliefs suggesting that 
individuals are not free because 
they are swallowed up and con-
trolled by autonomous processes 
of change.

The story of the Dutch Revolt 
is an epic tale in which a small 
group of individuals, through 
their actions, said “no” to a leader 
whose political power was widely 
viewed as being unstoppable. The 
determined “no” of the Dutch Sea 
Beggars ended up fatally weak-
ening the seemingly all-power-
ful Spanish Empire of Philip II. 
In world history such epic tales 
(Greek, Roman, Jewish, Finish, 
Ukrainian, American etc.) have 
always been wedded to the songs 
of peoples who want to be free.

INNOVATIVE LEADERS 
William of Orange played a cen-
tral role in the Dutch Revolt both 
during the years when it was a 
small regional uprising and when 
it became a general revolt. Maurice 
of Nassau and Van Oldenbarnevelt 
were, in the same way, pivotal in 
turning that flailing revolt into 
an amazing success story. Those 
three leaders were the face of the 
revolt that they helped shape. 

THE HIGH COST OF 
RELIGIOUS WARS 
It is impossible to calculate the 
high financial and human costs 
associated with the religious wars 
of the 16th and 17th centuries. 
Hundreds of thousands of peo-
ple lost their lives or became war 
refugees. Rural populations were 
harassed into abandoning the war-
torn countryside and countless 
cultural treasures were destroyed 
in the cities.

The religious wars also created 
a legacy of us-versus-them ha-
tred which made a mockery of the 
Christian church’s witness as ex-
pressed by the greatest command-
ment. In our era of cultural wars, 
those same kinds of moral costs 
are steadily mounting.

PROTAGONIST 
SHORTCOMINGS
The sobering reality about all hu-
man conflicts is that protagonists 
often mimic each other’s destruc-
tion. The soldiers that served un-

Richard Reitsma 

Richard is a Dutch His-
torian and retired library 
Director (NWC, Iowa). He 
lives, with his wife Margie, 
in Rock Rapids, IA. 
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'The Famished People after the Relief of the Siege of Leiden' (oil on panel), 
Otto van Veen, 1574 - 1629. Rijksmuseum.
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“AS FAR AS PAPA KNEW, we canned a dozen jars of asparagus. He care-
fully added to his ledger and carried the preserves to the cellar. What 
was the harm of setting aside the thirteenth jar in the back of my ward-
robe, behind the bolts of fabric leftover from Mama? I didn’t know what 
compelled me to do it. Many years later I would look back and wonder 
what instinct drove us to do the things we did. I have so many excuses.” 

So reflects fourteen-year-old Hilde, the main character in Lena 
Scholman’s debut novel, Between Silk & Wool. A work of historical 
fiction, set in the province of Gelderland during the Second World War, 
Scholman weaves together bits and pieces of stories she was told, her 
own fact gathering, and family experiences to create a beautiful and 
harsh composite of a complicated time in history. 

This time of history cannot be easily retold or defined and Scholman 
honours this complexity with careful attention to character develop-
ment. I am reminded of my own paternal grandfather and his difficulty 
in sharing wartime experiences as a young father post-war.  Living with 
stress-induced trauma was not understood well at that time, and the 
family’s immigration to Canada made it more complicated. Over time, 
my opa was able to share more readily with his grandchildren through 
his storytelling on recorded audiotapes. Truly, war leaves an indelible 
mark, spanning generations.

COURAGE AND BETRAYAL
Though young Hilde’s voice predominantly speaks throughout the 
novel, Scholman crafts supporting characters that add depth and com-
plexity, expanding our vision of the village where the novel is set and 
nudging us to reflect on choices made for survival and sacrifice. No one 
is immune to the devastating impact of war, regardless of financial sta-
tus, lineage or street smarts. We meet Lady Astrid and her children who 
must learn to welcome guests not of their choosing. We meet Benjamin 
and follow his quest to be safe. We ache with Hilde over the speed at 
which she must age into adulthood. We observe the small village of 
Brummelo adjust to the German occupation over five years, and we 
wonder about Mayor Schueller’s loyalties. As the narrative spins its 
threads, it becomes harder to discern loyalties and innocence. As I read, 

A GLIMPSE BEYOND WHAT WE THINK WE KNOW

BETWEEN SILK & WOOL: A 
NOVEL OF HOLLAND AND THE 
SECOND WORLD WAR
Lena Scholman
Carpe Diem Writing House, 2022.

Sara Pot

Solzhenitsyn’s famous quote 
came to mind several times: “the 
line dividing good and evil cuts 
through the heart of every human 
being.”

Between Silk & Wool challeng-
es the reader to reconsider how 
we honour and protect what mat-
ters – and how we might interpret 
courageous living. Not all of the 
Netherlands was united in resist-
ing the German forces during 
WWII. The Dutch National So-
cialist Party (NSB) worked to 
rally support for Nazi Germa-
ny, in hopes to reclaim a healthy 
economy and a secure financial 
future. Though some Dutch may 
not have formally pledged their 
allegiance to Germany, betray-
als were exchanged for food and 
safety.

SOMETHING FAMILIAR
Whether carefully curated or raw 
and messy, storytelling can hold 
the key to unlocking memories, 
helping those held captive by 
secrets. In addition to amplify-
ing the experiences of those who 
lived at that time, historical fic-
tion as a genre also offers readers 
a glimpse beyond what we think 
we already know about a time in 
history. As someone with Dutch 

parents, I found aspects of her 
book familiar to my own fami-
ly’s stories, but I couldn’t help 
wondering about the backsto-
ry of her frequently referenced 
German characters, particularly 
the captain and a young soldier 
named Frid. Yet, as a literary de-
but, there’s room to explore more 
context and background with fu-
ture works. Perhaps a companion 
narrative will soon follow!

Lena Scholman is an author 
from Hamilton, Ontario, and she 
also works as the Spiritual Life 
Facilitator for Redeemer Univer-
sity’s Take 5 gap year program. 
She is no stranger to published 
writing, as her work has appeared 
in the Hamilton Spectator, Toron-
to Star, and Globe and Mail. Be-
tween Silk & Wool is Lena Schol-
man’s first novel, and she has 
thoughtfully included a glossary 
at the back of her book for the 
Dutch and German references, as 
well as a list of suggested books 
for further reading. 

Sara Pot

The Pot family story is 
about faith and disability 
as experienced through 
a life of caregiving for 
daughters Rachel and 
Janneke.

Reviews

This gentle, informative children’s picture book is based on the true 
story of the time author David Robertson and his father returned to the 
trapline of his father’s youth. In this fictionalized version, a young boy 
and his moshom – his grandfather – fly to northern Canada. The boy is 
excited because they are going to see the trapline which Moshom left 
behind when he was a child. Unsure of exactly where they are going 
and what they will see, the boy asks, “What’s a trapline?” Moshom re-
plies, “Traplines are where people hunt animals and live off the land.”

As the boy and his grandfather, along with an elderly friend, make 
the journey to the trapline, the boy is struck with the vastness of the 
north and the ways it is different from the crowded city where he 
lives. Moshom shares stories from his youth as they travel – pointing 
out the house where his family lived when they left the trapline be-
hind; telling of how his whole family slept in the same room by the 
wood stove to keep warm in the winter; indicating the beach where he 

THE GIFT OF AN EXPANDED HORIZON

ON THE TRAPLINE 
David A. Robertson
Illustrated by Julie Flett 
Tundra Books, 2021.

Sonya VanderVeen Feddema

and his siblings swam; relating 
how he and other children were 
forced to go to school and speak 
English (though he and the other 
kids snuck into the bush to speak 
Cree to each other); and finally, 
showing the boy where he and 
his family lived on the trapline. 
The boy’s horizon is expanded as 
he learns the old ways from Mo-
shom and revels in the animals 
and birds he encounters, along 
with the Indigenous community 
he meets. 

Illustrator Julie Flett’s earth-

toned artwork captures northern 
majesty and enhances author Da-
vid Robertson’s celebration of 
Indigenous culture and the loving 
relationship between a boy and 
his grandfather, held together in 
the tension between the old ways 
and the modern world. 

Sonya VanderVeen 
Feddema

Sonya is a freelance writ-
er living in St Catharines, 
Ont.
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I ONCE HAD A JOB GRADING STANDARDIZED TESTS. Me and a few 
dozen other employees sat at computers in a lab, clicking through 
packets, making sure each scanned test ticked off a certain set of pa-
rameters. There were many rudimentary drawings of falling eggs, 
as I recall. Per state regulations, I knew nothing about the students 
who completed these tests, not even their names. I just graded the one 
section I needed to, then moved on. It was like looking at a painting 
through a pinhole, seeing only one feature at a time.

I’ve thought of that job as I’ve been watching Severance on Apple 
TV. The full season is currently available, and I heartily recommend 
blazing through the whole thing over a weekend. Severance takes 
place in an office, building on that feeling of knowing little about the 
work one does, spinning out an entire mythology from it. Here’s the 
hook, if you haven’t heard: the office workers are all “severed,” mean-
ing they have a computer chip implanted in their brains that splits their 
memories, and their very selves, into work and home. Go down an ele-
vator and you find yourself in the office with no memory of the outside 
world. Go back up and you return to your normal life with no memory 
of work. In the deliberately infantilizing jargon of the show, your work 
self is your ‘innie,’ and your home self is your ‘outie.’

Lumon, the company the characters work for, touts the severance 
procedure as a means to better promote work/life balance. This is, at 
least to this viewer, a pack of lies, the kind of corporate jargon that 
papers over the realities of what’s actually going on. The work that 
Mark (played by Adam Scott) and the others do at Lumon is – well, it’s 
difficult to say what they’re doing, exactly. They sit at old-fashioned 
computers all day, the kind found at school libraries in the 1980s on 
which one played Oregon Trail. They scroll through vast sets of num-
bers, sorting them into categories. What do the numbers mean? What 
categories are they sorting them into? Of course, they have no idea. 
Like me grading those tests, Lumon employees operate on a strict-
ly need-to-know basis, and management determines that they need to 
know very little.

GLIMPSES OF A LARGER WORLD
Severance takes that sense of ignorance and amps it up, making it into 
an extremely compelling drama. We learn that Lumon is a company 
dating back to the 19th century, when it offered medicinal salves of 

WORKPLACE MYSTERIES

SEVERANCE
Ben Stiller & Aoife McArdle
Apple TV+, 2022.

Adam Fleming Petty

the sort sold at general stores and 
medicine shows. The founder 
of Lumon, Keir Eagan, is quite 
literally a religious figure. Em-
ployees hang his portrait on the 
walls and memorize his words 
with heartfelt devotion. Eagan 
recalls figures like John Harvey 
Kellogg, the founder of Kellogg 
cereals, who created entire in-
stitutions and systems of belief 
based around their own eccentric 
ideas for healthy living. The Road 
to Wellville is a 90s film depicting 
Kellogg; it’s okay, as a movie, but 
serves as a touchstone for a figure 
like Eagan.

All of this is catnip for a viewer 
like myself, always eager to dive 
into a mystery and hit pause to 

glean every clue. And Severance 
delivers on that front, providing 
a compelling mystery, offering 
glimpses of a larger world, better 
than any show I’ve seen in years. 
But sometimes I think: why am 
I so eager to solve the mysteries 
of Severance when the mysteries 
of, say, grading tests in an anon-
ymous office building was so un-
appealing? That workplace fea-
tured some genuine characters, 
let me tell you. There was one 
guy who wore berets and rattled 
off military history with aplomb, 
a kind of Popular Front Dwight 
Schrute. Yet I certainly didn’t 
team up with him to uncover the 

beating heart of the whole system 
and stand before it in awe. I just 
clocked out and went home.

HUNGRY FOR MORE
Part of what makes Severance 
so compelling, and so discomfit-
ing, is that it presents the mod-
ern workplace as a vehicle for 
satisfying the innate human need 
for mystery, one that is more 
satisfying than any actual work-
place. The severance procedure 
doesn’t make the characters any 
more free; it just makes them 
more unknowable, mysteries to 
themselves, and the work they 
do just as strange. (A supplemen-
tary e-book suggests workers 
like Mark may unknowingly be 
aiding in some sort of corporate 
terrorism; yes I read it, I’m hope-
lessly obsessed with the show, 
just like Apple wants me to be.) 
I admit I watch the office work-
ers of Severance with a twinge 
of jealousy. Not because they’re 
happier or freer or more satisfied 
than me. No, I envy them because 
they’re interesting, caught up in 
a mystery, one more compelling 
than my own life.

I won’t spoil anything, but the 
season ends with Mark discover-
ing the existence of a genuinely 
life-altering mystery, one that will 
surely take all of the next season 
to unravel. Yes, it’s already been 
renewed, thank goodness. I don’t 
think I could survive without 
discovering what happens. But 
maybe I can spend the interven-
ing time looking into mysteries in 
my own life. Not to uncover some 
dark truth or even solve anything, 
but to find the mystery that’s al-
ways there in everyday life, if 
you’ll just look for it.  

Adam Fleming Petty

Adam’s work has ap-
peared in many venues, 
including the Paris Re-
view Daily, Electric Lit-
erature and Real Life. 
He lives in Grand Rapids 
with his wife and two 
daughters.

Reviews
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I DIDN’T REALLY WANT to read 
George Keulen’s memoir Big 
Breath In about his journey with 
Cystic Fibrosis (CF) and lung 
transplant. Don’t get me wrong – I 
love reading, and I enjoy a good 
memoir. But there’s something 
about people sharing their sto-
ries of these specific experiences 
that makes me feel vulnerable. I 
am also a double lung transplant 
recipient as a result of CF, and I 
guess I was worried I’d feel vicar-
iously exposed or misrepresented. 

Curiosity won out and I read it 
anyway. 

The son of a dairy farmer, George 
worked tirelessly as a teen on the 
farm and played high-level hockey. 
He did the requisite therapy on his 

BIG BREATH IN TOOK  
MY BREATH AWAY 
My own cathartic journey through a pastor’s life with Cystic Fibrosis.   |  Christina Foster 

lungs every day and took his med-
icine like he was told. His lungs 
didn’t start to slow him down un-
til his 20s, typical for CF patients. 
Things he once did with ease like 
running and farming and traveling 
became all but impossible – his 
lungs had too much scarring and 
too much infection. He needed ox-
ygen everywhere he went, which 
is cumbersome, but also embar-
rassing for a young person, and is 
something I remember very well. 

Once George’s lungs started to 
deteriorate, he was hospitalized 
so often that Vancouver Gener-
al started to feel like home. He 
needed innumerable doses of IV 
antibiotics and longer and longer 
stays in VGH. His wife of only a 

year assumed the role of caregiv-
er, simultaneously trying to live 
life to its fullest while watching 
her husband slowly fade. 

I was shocked to read that Geor-
ge’s younger brother passed away 
at 14 from a different genetic con-
dition called Spinal Muscular At-
rophy. As he writes in his memoir, 
when George discovered that CF 
is fatal and had a life expectan-
cy around 20 years, “it created a 
self-imposed mantle that I would 
not become the second child that 
my parents would bury due to a 
fatal genetic illness.” 

With a deadly disease comes a 
huge weight of responsibility. This 
feeling that we’re threatening the 
peace in our families is a familiar 

shame that sick people bear. It is a 
weight that both George and I carry. 

LIFE IN DEATH 
It soon became obvious that 
George needed a double lung 
transplant if he wanted to survive; 
so, after a barrage of bizarre tests 
and psychological evaluations, he 
was listed for transplant. Being 
listed is a very strange experience 
with many conflicting emotions. 
In one sense, all you can think 
about is being saved from this ag-
onizingly slow suffocation. You 
imagine a life free from oxygen 
tubes, IV lines and coughing up 
blood. A life in which you don’t 
have to spend hours doing phys-
ical therapy, inhalation treatments 
and creating makeshift IV poles 
out of the lamps in your home. 

But the new life that new lungs 
promise for the recipient means 
something entirely different to the 
donor. 

“I did struggle when people said 
they were praying for me to get 
my transplant, because it meant 
praying for someone else to die,” 

said George when we spoke via 
email in early April. 

This is perhaps the hardest part 
of this awful condition. CF patients 
do not get single lung transplants 
because our remaining lung is so 
infected that it would immediately 
infect our new, transplanted lung. 
We only get double lung trans-
plants, which ultimately means our 
donors are no longer living. Lung 
donors most often have had a sud-
den and tragic accident and have 
spent limited time on ventilators. 

In his book, George recalls when 
he was changing his calendar from 
2009 to 2010, hoping for a miracle 
that would save his life. Mean-
while, someone else was changing 
their calendar for the last time with-
out even realizing it. “But with the 
changing of the calendar, we were 
both on a journey heading toward a 
single day where our lives, and the 
lives of those closest to us, would 
explode in an emotional outpour-
ing. One of grief, and the other of 
gratitude.”

EMOTIONS OF  
A TRANSPLANT
It took over a year and a half of 
waiting. George was weeks away 
from death and felt that he was 
about to drown in mucus, but on 
June 18, 2010, George got his 
call. It was here that I had to put 
the book down, eyes brimming 
with tears. Something about the 
parallels of sickness and waiting 
and feeling terrified for such a 
long time culminated in a climax 
of emotion I could not contain. 
I was crying for George and his 
wife Kim, and for his donor, but I 
was also crying for myself. 

 'Bronchial Tree' by Dr. Sylva Falk (oil on canvas), used with permission. Find more of her work on Instagram #sylvafalkart
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For me the journey through 
transplant was lightning quick. 
After becoming really sick in 
2009, I was officially listed for 
transplant in late April of 2010 
and got my life-saving call on Au-
gust 9th, one day after seeing Paul 
McCartney play at the Air Canada 
Centre in Toronto. A three-month 
wait is comparatively short, and I 
almost wasn’t mentally prepared. 
During this three-month period, 

my one-year-old son turned two 
and my husband and I had our 
ninth wedding anniversary. We 
had to rent a two-bedroom apart-
ment eight hours away from our 
home in Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., 
because I was not allowed to be 
more than two hours away from 
Toronto General Hospital at any 

time. My parents were back home 
working full-time jobs waiting for 
me to get the call and worrying as 
only parents can. I was on oxygen, 
in a wheelchair which served as a 
stroller for two when we went out 
for walks, and I didn’t have the 
breath to even shower myself. I 
was losing weight almost daily as 
my lungs needed 3,000 calories 
just to breathe. 

But while all of this health stuff 

was going on in the foreground, I 
still had to be – wanted to be – a 
mom and a wife. Because even 
though I could not breathe, there 
was still so much I wanted to 
do, especially if I died before or 
during surgery. I could not bear 
the thought of my son growing 
up without me. I prayed to sur-

vive this ordeal despite not being 
a very religious person, something 
that differed from George’s jour-
ney as a former pastor at Bridge 
Community Church in Langley, 
B.C. This memoir was raw for me 
and brought back emotions that 
were too difficult to sort out while 
I was experiencing them. 

George made it through his 
transplant in 2011 with very few 
hiccups, considering the fragile 
state of his body, including low 
body weight and numerous infec-
tions. He was out of the hospital 
in two weeks! (I was out in nine 
days, but who’s counting?)

‘SLIVERS OF CONTENTMENT’
George does not know who his do-
nor is, but he doesn’t let that bother 
him. He understands why the fam-
ily would not be inclined to reach 
out, and is simply grateful for the 
gift. As a thank-you, he dedicated 
a cross-B.C. bike ride to his donor. 
That’s right. Shortly after trans-
plant, George was in such good 
shape that he biked across British 
Columbia. He could have chosen 
somewhere flat like Saskatchewan, 
but he chose his home province de-
spite increased difficulty. 

George once again works on 
his father’s farm, wearing a mask 
to eliminate the risks from poten-
tial infectors. But life is far from 
easy. We are told when we choose 
transplant that it is not a cure, it 
is simply exchanging a condition 
you cannot live with for one that 
you can. The downfalls are that 
patients need an elaborate cocktail 
of medications for the rest of their 
lives. The side effects can range 
from annoying to deadly. Faces 
swell due to prednisone and pa-
tients can gain a lot of weight, but 
the medications also suppress the 
immune system leaving patients 
open to bad infections, and are 
extremely hard on your kidneys. 
Personally, I have developed ad-
vanced kidney disease and diabe-
tes, and I'm only a few years away 
from osteoporosis at only 43. I 
work full-time as a teacher, but 
I am not sure how long this will 
last. George seems to have avoid-
ed most of the scarier side effects, 
though he realizes that nothing is 
guaranteed. 

“I now seek to find gratitude in the large things, and then in the very 
small things. I leave out the middle,” he says. “So for instance, I love 
celebrating the Eucharist in church each week, giving thanks for the life 
and death of Christ (large things). I also then seek to cultivate gratitude 
for the slivers of contentment I am able to find day to day in life right 
now (small things). I am grateful for my transplant of course, but it is 
not something I always think about. And let’s be honest, we are given a 
new life after transplant, but there are always ups and downs, limitations 
and things to watch. The journey continues each day.”  

I know exactly how George feels, and it can be easy to start spiralling 
downward, stressing about what other challenges are to come. But fo-
cusing on the present, being grateful for every new day I get to spend 
with my family and watch my son grow, keeps me grateful for my jour-
ney and hopeful for what lies ahead. 

(Oh, and P.S., I’m so glad I read it!) 

I did struggle when people said 
they were praying for me to get my 

transplant, because it meant praying for 
someone else to die. 

WHAT IS CYSTIC FIBROSIS?

According to Cystic Fibrosis Canada, “CF is the most com-
mon fatal genetic disease affecting Canadian children and 
young adults. At present, there is no cure.”

CF mainly affects the digestive system and lungs, causing 
ongoing infection and eventual loss of lung function. It is a 
genetic disease, with approximately one in 25 Canadians car-
rying one defective copy of the CF gene. It’s “estimated that 
one in every 3,600 children born in Canada has CF.”

CF is a multi-system disorder that produces a variety of 
symptoms including persistent cough with thick mucous, 
wheezing and shortness of breath, frequent chest infections, 
weight loss or failure to gain weight, and infertility or de-
creased fertility. 

The average life expectancy of someone with CF is 44. A 
transplant can extend life an average of 10 to 20 years. For 
more information, visit www.cysticfibrosis.ca.

Christina Foster

Christina is a double lung recipient who lives a very full life in Sault Ste. 
Marie, Ont., with her husband and son. She can be seen in community 
productions, in a three-piece band The Crossroad Magdalenes, or in her 
English classroom. She is always amazed and grateful that she does so 
many things with someone else’s lungs! You can follow her on Instagram 
@thatgirlwiththelungs.

 Christina with her son in July 2010, pre-transplant, carrying oxygen and a PICC line. 

Christina with her husband and son after her double lung transplant.
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“One of my lifelong dreams is to visit the Holy Land!”

MY WIFE KAREN AND I OFTEN HEAR those words when people learn 
that we lead guided group tours to Israel. For most individuals a visit 
will be a once in a lifetime experience, and many approach such a trip 
with a singular purpose in mind: to walk where Jesus walked, to see the 
lands of the Bible or to experience baptism in the Jordan River. Each 
of those desires is good, but maybe they’re missing the bigger picture.
Karen and I made our first visit to Israel in 2000. Our goal was to expe-
rience the biblical story in Israel. We didn’t give as much consideration 
to the country’s more recent history or the factors affecting the people 
living there today. Our guide was Israeli. The perspective on current 
politics and society was Israeli. Our biblical study experience was rich, 
but our understanding of modern life in the region was limited.

BOTH SIDES OF THE WALL
Since 2000 we have returned to Israel sixteen times. We’ve participat-
ed in biblical journeys, lived and studied in Jerusalem and led groups 
on pilgrimage tours through the region. During these subsequent visits 
we’ve interacted with Christians, Jews and Muslims. We’ve stayed in 
the homes of Palestinian Christian friends and shared dinner in the home 
of an Israeli guide. We’ve sat in the Old City of Jerusalem with our Or-
thodox friends Moshe and Dov, who grew up in Toronto, and listened as 
they wove their Jewish story with our Christian story. Our Arab Chris-
tian guide shared about his family’s displacement from northern Galilee 
to Nazareth in 1948. We have a friend named Dauod whose Christian 
Palestinian family is struggling every day to keep their inherited farm-
land while seeking peaceful reconciliation. Now we look at each side of 
the wall which separates Israel from Palestine, and consider the Israeli 
perspective of security and the Palestinian perspective of apartheid.

Our dear Palestinian friend Abdullah passed away two years ago. His life 
was productive and inspiring; he worked in Jordanian radio, served for a 
time as press secretary for a Middle Eastern leader, led a Lutheran School 
near Bethlehem and raised funds for the Al-Basma Special Education Cen-
ter in Beit Sahour – an organization that we make a point to visit on every 
trip. During our frequent visits and stays in Abdullah and Noha’s home, he 
would say to us, “Why do you spend so much of your trip seeing the dead 

LIVING STONES                 
Encountering the biblical past while honouring the 
cultural present in Israel and Palestine.  | Jeff Blamer

stones in the land, and not spend more time with the living stones!”
Abdullah knew that our primary mission for leading these pilgrimages 

in Israel was for our tour participants to connect with the stories of the 
Bible in the lands where they took place. But he challenged us to balance 
our time between Bible study and deepening our relationship with broth-

ers and sisters living in the lands we walked. Over time, the focus of the 
biblical journeys that we lead has expanded and our priorities have shift-
ed. A duality of purpose now defines the type of experience that we try to 
give to our travelers during their time in the Holy Land.

SOUL AND STRENGTH
Jesus called believers to love the Lord with all our heart, mind, soul and 
strength. Those words challenge us to continually grow in our spiritual 
walk, while involving our entire being (our souls) in the process. This 
is what we seek to do on our journeys through the Land. We open our 
hearts to turn our fuzzy, black-and-white biblical pictures into living 
colour. We train our minds to add geographical, cultural and historical 
context to the stories we know. We apply all our strength as we walk 
along some difficult paths in the rugged deserts, the stark wilderness and 
the mountainous region of Galilee. And now we also engage our hearts 
and minds as we seek to understand the contemporary perspectives and 
challenges facing our Palestinian Christian and Jewish friends. As Ab-
dullah wisely encouraged us to do, we’ve found that spending time with 

the “living stones” in the Land is 
one of the most valuable and en-
riching aspects of our journeys.

PAST AND PRESENT
We advise all individuals inter-
ested in visiting the Holy Land to 
give serious consideration to the 
type of experience they hope to 
have. Yes, being in Israel, visiting 
Jerusalem, walking in Capernaum, 
and floating in the Dead Sea will 
be memorable no matter who you 
travel with. But when researching 
itineraries and comparing tour op-
erators the crucial question to ask 
yourself is, which will provide the 
richest experience?

The type of trip we recommend 
is one that takes a multidimen-
sional approach to the journey, 
weaving together spiritual and ed-
ucational components while bal-
ancing the stories of the past with 
the narratives of local people in the 
present. Like a chorus of voices 
that join together in one harmoni-
ous song, a pilgrimage in the Holy 
Land should blend various parts 
– walking the Bible lands, plac-
ing the biblical story into context, 
spending time with “living stones” 
and growing in one’s personal faith 
– into one resonant experience that 
will echo in your heart forever.

Jeff Blamer

Jeff lives in Michigan 
with his wife Karen, and 
they have a passion for 
sharing God’s story in the 
Land. Jeff recently retired 
after more than 40 years 
as a Christian school 
teacher and administra-
tor, and Karen is a retired 
nurse-practitioner.

Spending time with  “living stones” in 
the Land is one of the most valuable and 

enriching aspects of our journeys.

A rock at the entrance of the Tent of Nations, a hilltop farm owned by the Palestinian Christian 
family of Dauod Nassar, who has devoted the land to reconciliation.

The Dome of the Rock as seen from the Mount of Olives.
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Meeting you where it matters.

“ …if you confess with your mouth that Jesus is Lord 

and believe in your heart that God raised him from 

the dead, you will be saved.”— ROMANS 10:9 ESV

Let us walk with you and share the  
Faith-Link difference. 

The Christian funeral is 
a procession of faith. 
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The Good News is For All People!

In Burkina Faso, West Africa, Mariam was in deep 
pain. Her marriage of 28 years was crumbling. Her 
husband had been unfaithful, and she did not know 
where to turn. 

Thankfully, she was not alone.

Through ReFrame’s French ministry partners, she 
found a radio program. She learned that God had not 
left her. Radio producers and follow-up staff in her 
area helped her see that God’s people were there in 
her time of need. 

Thank you for answering God’s call to share the 
good news to the ends of the earth.

You can reach people like Mariam at 
ReFrameMinistries.org/give
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IN THEIR WHEELS:  
A SHORT FILM

Sara Pot |  thepotfamily@gmail.com

The Pot family story is about faith and disability as experienced 
through a life of caregiving for daughters Rachel and Janneke.

MOST OF MY MUSINGS in this 
column space are about our two 
youngest, Rachel and Janneke. 
I’ve used my caregiver lens to 
focus on matters related to the 
girls, mindful of their disability. 
Yet there are six that make up 
our family, and my perspective 
is just one of several that helps 
to amplify Rachel and Janneke’s 
voices. Meet our oldest daughter, 
Emily. She is a third-year Humber 
College student, concentrating on 
a film studies major.

EMILY’S PERSPECTIVE 
Emily: My earliest memory of my 
sisters is actually hard to recall. I 
don’t really remember a time when 
they weren’t a part of my life. I 
was four years old when Rachel 
was born, and life was a bit of a 
blur in those years. I do remember 

friends from school coming over 
and being uneasy around my 
sisters. You could tell they were 
not comfortable with disability. I 
learned from those friendships that 
we were not like other families. 

Sara: When Rachel was born, 
I remember Ralph and I taking 
Emily and Soph to visit their 
new sister in the NICU (neonatal 
intensive care unit). They were 
four and two years of age, and 
they thought the hospital was a 
giant playground. But, I would 
agree with Emily: those early 
days were a blur for us as parents 
as well.  I do remember a sense of 
profound grief after Janneke was 
born. We cried as we prepared 
to tell Emily and Soph their new 
little sister was going to be a lot 
like Rachel. That hurt our hearts.

As Em and Soph grew older, we 
didn’t want to lose sight of their 
familiar needs while we adjusted 
to the steep learning curves of 
Rachel and Janneke’s needs. We 
never wanted Emily and Soph to 
feel as if they had to be anything 
other than themselves. 

ADVOCACY 
Interestingly, in the last few 
years, we’ve noticed Emily’s 
attention to disability advocacy. 
Recently she created a short work 

of art, a film featuring her dad 
and Janneke.

Emily: I was given an assignment 
of creating a short film inspired by 
the UN’s sustainable development 
goals. When I read through the 
goals, I wanted to see more 
ideas explicit to accessibility and 
disability. I chose to respond to the 
sustainable cities goal and created 
a short film that offers no words. 
For two minutes, you watch my 
dad push Janneke around parts of 

“Disability inclusion is 
an essential condition to 
upholding human rights, 
sustainable development, 
and peace and security.” 

United Nations, 
International Day of 

Persons with Disabilities 
(December 3)

our city (St. Catharines). My hope 
is to inspire viewers to reconsider 
accessibility and safety, specific 
to disability. 

Sara: Emily’s film is titled ‘In 
Their Wheels - an SDG short 
film’ and can be viewed on 
YouTube. 

May we continue to learn 
together and be mindful of what 
matters most, striving towards a 
goal of creating belonging and 
community. 

DOODLING ON PASSPORTS 
Katie Munnik  |  katiemunnik@yahoo.ca

Katie is an Ottawa writer living in Cardiff with her spouse and three growing 
children. You can also find Katie on twitter @messy_table.

FOR THIS DUET-THEMED COL-
UMN, I invited my daughter Isla 
to sit down with me. We’re both 
dual Canadian-British citizens. 
We talked about an image from 
Isla’s art portfolio, about explor-
ing identity through art and the 
complexities of choosing how we 
express our senses of belonging. 

Isla: My high school art proj-
ect focuses on my identity as a 
teenager with dual citizenship. 
I explored what being an immi-
grant and a child of two cultures 
means to me as I grow up. The 
idea of being stuck in limbo or 
pulled between two identities 

was very prevalent; I used a lot 
of contrasting ink in my art to 
explore visual as well as themat-
ic contrast. In each composition 
I produced, I aimed to include 
messages in English, French and 
Welsh to symbolise the languag-
es I speak and the nationalities in 
my immigrant-hood.

Katie: I love this work and am so 
glad that you’re happy to share it 
with the Christian Courier com-
munity. I like your vivid use of 
colour and the sense of journey 
you convey. Can you tell me a bit 
more about what the concept of 
journey means to you?

Isla: It’s interesting you mention 
colour because I knew I’d be us-
ing a lot of red from the start of the 
project. It’s a key colour in both 
the Canadian and Welsh flags and 
I’ve noticed both cultures use red 
at sports matches, for example, 
to show national pride, which 
I think is a really cool thing for 
both countries to share. In terms 
of journey, I think the zig-zag line 
across the centre is reminiscent 
of a map, and its constant move-
ment doesn’t stop at the edge of 
the page.

Katie: When I look at this image, 
I am struck by the maple leaf you 
wear around one eye. This feels 
to me like a statement about the 
relationship between identity and 
perspective.

Isla: Yes! I’m only wearing a ma-
ple leaf around one eye because, 
as a young immigrant, I’m not 

seeing the world wholly through 
one perspective of nationality, 
but by at least two at once.

Katie: I hear the words of Christ 
echoing here, reminding us that 
though we have been sent into 
the world, we are not of the 
world. How does the question of 
belonging sit with these ideas of 
dual nationalities?

Isla: Ah, but can we truly belong 
anywhere?

Katie: Spoken like my philosoph-
ical teenager! I want to invite 
Augustine into the conversation 
now, who’ll tell you that our 
hearts are restless until they find 
their rest in God.

Isla: And I’d like to invite Philip 
Pullman, who in his book series 
His Dark Materials, tells us that 
in order to become citizens of 

the kingdom of heaven, we have 
to build it here on Earth, in our 
hearts and in our communities.

Katie: I love setting more places 
at the table. You pass the cookies, 
I’ll make another pot of tea.
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IN FEBRUARY 14’S ISSUE I wrote 
about how some politicians define 
“freedom” as the ability personal-
ly to do what you want (like dis-
obeying masks and vaccine man-
dates) while also being able to 
restrict what other people do (like 
teaching about race in school).

Since that column appeared, 
many new rights-restrictive bills 
have appeared in US State legis-
latures. In 2021, 34 laws passed in 
19 states, including bills restricting 
transgendered athletes from compe-
tition, charging women with murder 
for abortions, preventing classroom 
discussions of gender and letting 
parents overturn school curriculum. 

PREACHING POLITICS 
Many of these bills are introduced 
with a religious flourish. For ex-
ample, in advancing Oklahoma’s 
anti-abortion bill, Republican 
Rep. Wendi Stearman said: “Chil-
dren are a blessing and a gift from 
God, and I want Oklahoma to be a 
state that honors life at all stages.” 

FREEDOM OF RELIGION 
AND THE RULE OF LAW

Lloyd Rang |  lloyd@lloydrang.com

Lloyd works in communications and is a member of Rehoboth 
CRC in Bowmanville, Ont.

While politicians are preach-
ing, pastors are politicking from 
the pulpit. Tennessee pastor Greg 
Locke, for example, has famously 
been peddling QAnon conspira-
cy theories including the “stolen 
election” lie. 

For a lot of Christians, this 
isn’t a problem. Many evangel-
icals want Roe vs. Wade over-
turned and want their churches 
to endorse conservative political 
agendas. They see no problem 
with politics from the pulpit and 
preaching from politicians. 

That’s because some Chris-
tians believe “freedom of reli-
gion” means that when public 
morality conflicts with their pri-
vate beliefs, they have a respon-
sibility to change public morali-
ty. Which means taking political 
action, or making others do so. 

Of course, freedom of religion 
– both in the United States and 
Canada – is a constitutionally 
protected right, allowing believ-
ers the freedom to believe, as-

semble and worship. But some 
conservative Christians see rights 
given to LGBTQ groups as an at-
tack on freedom of religion, be-
cause it means they are not free 
to discriminate against people on 
religious grounds. 

That’s where things get slippery. 

WHOSE RELIGION? 
If your religion says you can’t eat 
meat, does that mean I can’t? And 
if some religious people believe 
it’s okay to eat meat but others in 
their community disagree, which 

is the “correct” position? If the 
non-meat-eating view prevails 
and they get laws changed, hav-
en’t they restricted religious free-
dom?  That’s a far-fetched exam-
ple, but it underlines the danger of 
making the moral beliefs that are 
only held by one religious group 
– or subgroup – apply to a whole 
society.

More practically, if churches 
are political, do they lose their 
tax-free status? If politicians write 
laws based on religion, which 
religious view gets to dominate? 

What about differences of inter-
pretation within that religion? And 
if one religion alone writes the 
laws, how is that different from 
Sharia law? Is compelling people 
under threat of punishment really 
what religion is about? 

There’s a reason “freedom of 
religion” is constitutionally tied 
to the right to personally observe 
that religion. Because, histori-
cally, when the religious believe 
they have a God-given right to 
bind the will of others, a lot of 
people get hurt.

DUETS WERE A FAVORITE PART of piano practice for me and my chil-
dren.  Each player is essential; the whole sound is much richer than 
each tune alone.  Duets produce a different sound than 3-chord har-
mony, solos or choirs.  If the new Liberal/New Democrat agreement 
plays as a duet, it may be a growing-up moment for Canadian democ-
racy and a new sound of great benefit for Canada.  

Much of the media coverage focuses on conspiracy or domination – that 
sells papers.  The reality is that we are likely to see more substantive policy 
debate as each player sharpens its key notes to ensure its part is not lost in 
the whole. MPs will have to do what we pay them to do: research the best 
solutions instead of just banging their fists to make a lot of noise.  Com-
mittee meetings could be rigorous refining of proposals, instead of partisan 
grandstanding and blocking any progress by another party. The public, like 
listeners to a duet, know the whole is better, but also value each part.  

DUET IN PARLIAMENT
Kathy Vandergrift  |  kathyvandergrift@rogers.com 

Kathy, a public policy analyst, brings experience in government, social 
justice work and a Master’s Degree in Public Ethics to her reflections.

CITIZEN ROLE
This moment requires citizens to 
practice a different politics as well – 
with benefits for Canadian democ-
racy.  We need to be informed and 
know the score of the important pol-
icy pieces playing out in parliament.  
We need to be on alert, recognize 
when to add our part, and hit the 
right keys.  Most importantly, citi-
zens can stop cheering the banging-
on-keys approach to politics that we 
hear too much right now; we can re-
fuse to join in or reward it with our 
donations and votes. 

THE NEXT MOVEMENT
This moment may dispel our fears 
that diverse voices lead to chaos. 
It might allow us to move beyond 
an adolescent need to have one 
player in control toward a more 

mature understanding of good 
government.  It might improve the 
way we elect the front-line play-
ers in our parliament to add more 
voices and more duets instead of 
loud solos.  We could see a shift 
from screaming dissonance in the 
House of Commons to counter-

point that ends in a more fulsome 
resolution.   

 Justin Trudeau (April 6) and Jagmeet Singh (March 24) during Question Period (YouTube 
screen grab from CPAC).

You can find an in-depth 
analysis of Budget 2022 
by Kathy on our website 
www.christiancourier.ca.
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“You shall not bear false witness against your neighbour.” (Ex. 20:16; 
Deut. 5:20)

IT STRUCK ME recently that I haven’t heard the Ten Commandments 
read in a worship service for as long as I can remember. I can’t 
say whether this paucity of Ten Commandment reading is typical 
of CRC churches, but I suspect it is. This differs mightily from the 
days of my youth when said commandments were read every Sunday 
morning without fail (and the Apostles’ Creed was faithfully read, and 
eventually recited, at the obligatory second service).

What occasioned my wondering about the infrequent reading of the Ten 
was an email from an acquaintance. It claimed there was proof that the 
Canadian government, and Justin Trudeau in particular, has been eager 
to get as many people vaccinated against covid-19 as possible because 
the vaccines contain tiny electronic sensors that allow 24/7 surveillance 
of citizens by the government. When I asked my acquaintance about the 
nature and origin of the “proof” that he purported to exist, he replied that 
a trusted Facebook “friend” passed this information to him and, given my 
acquaintance’s low opinion of the Prime Minister and his government 
(justified by how he is in bed with those NDP socialists), he had every 
confidence in the information he received and felt duty-bound to pass it 
on, as a warning to others to resist being vaccinated.

BEARING FALSE WITNESS
Bob Bruinsma  |  bruinsmabob@gmail.com

Bob  is a digital immigrant and retired professor of educa-
tion from the King’s University in Edmonton, AB.

ANTI-SOCIAL MEDIA 
The 9th commandment forbids the 
bearing of false witness. It has 
usually been interpreted to apply 
primarily in juridical situations. 
Thus, in a court case, one must 
promise to “tell the truth, the 
whole truth, and nothing but the 
truth,” to abjure false testimony 
against anyone and to do nothing 
to besmirch anyone’s reputation. 
Clearly, as Lord’s Day 43 of the 
Heidelberg Catechism explains, 
this commandment is not only 
germane in court, but everywhere 
else as well. It stresses the need 
to “avoid lying and deceit of 
every kind.”  Rather, it states, I 
should “love the truth, speak it 
candidly. . . and I should do what 
I can to guard and advance my 
neighbour’s good name.”  Would 
that this injunction be prominently 
displayed on every social media 
site and prefaced by every post on 
Facebook and its relatives.

I have personally forsworn 
membership on Facebook as I 
view it as a largely ANTI-social 
medium.  Any media platform 

that allows anonymous posts and the proliferation of rumour, innuendo 
and just plain misinformation ought to be avoided by Christians who 
believe that following the Ten Commandments is still one of the best 
ways to love our neighbours as ourselves.

It might also be good to be reminded of them in our churches more 
frequently. 

I HAVE GROWN UP in a Christian 
culture that consistently por-
trays God as a “he.” What if we 
begin to describe God with mul-
tiple pronouns including “they,” 
“she” and “he”? I believe this 
would benefit Christians and 
improve our perceptions of God.

The English language is not 
stagnant. As John McWhorter 
recounts, when “thou” fell out of 
use, for a while it was correct to 
say, “you was.” However, “gram-
marians didn’t like it, so people 
had to shape up and start saying, 
even to one person, ‘you were.’” 
The progression of “they” into a 
plural, general singular, and now 
specific singular pronoun is no 

MORE THAN ONE  
PRONOUN FOR GOD   

Ava Popowitz   |  Guest Columnist

Ava plans to pursue Creative Writing post-secondary. She 
enjoys writing poetry, programming games and reading.

more extreme (New York Times, 
Sept. 24, 2021). McWhorter is 
grateful and excited to witness 
English evolving; I think that 
Christians should be too. 

English translations of the Bi-
ble can diminish the meaning of 
certain words. In Genesis, the 
terms used for God include “Elo-
him” and “Yahweh.” English 
translations simply use “God” 
because there are no true equiva-
lents from the Hebrew. Shouldn’t 
Christians take advantage of lan-
guage shifts that could improve 
our English descriptions of God?

GOD’S TRUE FACE
The concept of God as triune is 

vital to Christianity. Still, I tend 
to separate the Father, Jesus 
and the Holy Spirit in my mind. 
When God is solely described 
with masculine pronouns, I 
think solely of the Father. I pro-
pose that the advanced “they” 
is a wonderful opportunity for 
Christians to honour God’s tri-
une nature perpetually since it 
recognizes God’s simultaneous-
ly singular and plural nature.

When we rely only on the 
pronoun “he,” we contribute 
to the idea that God is an old 
white man. Author Margot 
Starbuck describes how, de-
spite knowing that God does 
not have a race or gender, we 
still associate her with certain 
human characteristics over oth-
ers. When the 2007 novel The 
Shack by William P. Young por-
trayed God as a black woman, 

some people “got their hackles 
up.” Starbuck urges us to con-
front images of God that could 
be false; God’s one true face is 
reflected through the love of 
Jesus. If we incorporate femi-
nine pronouns for God, we can 
unearth our perceptions of her 
and determine their accuracy. 
 I encourage all Christians to 
describe God with a variety of 
pronouns. They are one being 
formed by the love of three be-
ings. She does not have a gender. 
He wants to be in a relationship 
with all of us. 

A drawing from Bruce Gillespie's exhibition  ‘Ten Commandments’ (May 2019), used with permission.
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Ava Popowitz 
and Sarah de la 
Rambelje (‘Why 
we need worship 

music, not music worship’, 
published online) share 
their opinions this month. 
Both are grade 12 students 
in Surrey BC. 
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MAKING SOUP
Violet Nesdoly 

When I boil those leftover bones
to loosen the flesh and eke out
every bit of gelatinous goodness
—the kitchen a damp, steamy womb of a place—
I feel like I’m part of the marrow of motherhood
answering the call of nature to nurture.

When I chop the carrots, onions
celery and cabbage, add the meat
scour the fridge for halves of potato, tomato,
tubs of leftover veggies, the cup of last week’s chili
add lentils and quinoa
season with bay leaf, basil, cumin and salt
I feel like the Proverbs woman
who brings her food from afar.

This is no Dickens gruel
grey, thin and greasy
or the meatless tin-bowl ration
of a concentration camp
but the savoury red pottage with which Jacob
lured Esau to trade his birthright

and I, the temptress, add soup
to my stock of quilts and afghans
knitted slippers and crusty breads
flannel sheets and apple pie
—the seductions of home. 

Editor’s note: Nesdoly’s poem invokes 
a playful duet between the Biblical 
narrative and the ingredients of her “damp, 
steamy” kitchen. This orchestra of voices 
– vegetable, spice and Scripture – creates 
a home. The painting, ‘Kiss Me and 
You’ll Kiss the ‘Lasses’ (Molasses)’ is by 
Lilly Martin Spencer in 1856 (Brooklyn 
Museum). Spencer was a wife and mother 
to 13, as well as a well-known painter 
and primary breadwinner (her husband 
gave up his career as a tailor to help with 
housework). They were said to be a very 
happy household, if unusual for the time. 
Spencer’s paintings are enthusiastic and 
joyful in their depictions of home life. 

Violet Nesdoly 

Violet lives near Vancouver, B.C. She has 
been a poetry columnist and editor. Her 
poetry and prose appear in a variety of 
publications, and she is the author of 
two novels. This poem was previously 
published on violetnesdoly.com.

AM I DONE? I’LL BE 66 IN JUNE. Is it time to retire? As I review my 
“career” there is always a sense of mystery. Why did I do this? What 
might be the road ahead?
My path has taken many turns, primarily within the same course of 
ministry. I have been a student, a theology professor, a co-pastor, a 
young adult leader, a church planter, a community organizer, a cam-
pus pastor, a communications professor, a coach, a Christian graduate 
school president, a missionary teacher, a police chaplain, as well as 
a husband, parent and grandparent. There have been times of wonder 
and of waiting, times of desert and of dessert.

“The human mind plans the way, but the Lord directs the steps” 
(Prov. 16:9 NRSV).

THE GAME
Throughout my life I have been an athlete. I even won a base ball 
game at the Baseball Hall of Fame at Cooperstown. I wrote “base 
ball” as two words because I was playing original rules barehanded 
base ball at the time. For Detroit Tigers fans, Ernie Harwell mispro-
nounced my name at a Henry Ford Museum game.

This brings a metaphor to mind. Maybe I have been God’s utility play-
er. A utility player is not the star. They are on the team because they can 

UTILITY PLAYER
Tom Wolthuis  |  tomwolthuis@gmail.com

Tom  is a minister in the Christian Reformed Church and the Direc-
tor of Geneva Campus Ministry at the University of Iowa. He has a 
series of podcasts on reading scripture at genevaui.podbean.com.

play many different positions, as the need arises. This has been my career. 
God has called me to many different places, often for short durations, be-
cause there was a need in a school, a community or with a church.

Sometimes the change made sense, sometimes it was painful. There 
were adventures and sacrifices, but I was in the game. The decisions 
were not all mine. A coach was making the calls.

THE CHRISTIAN LIFE
I am not unique. This is the Christian life and the professional life for 
many of us. We do not know all the factors involved in decisions and 
changes, but we can trust the coach. We are involved. We are in the 
game and called to be faithful where God puts us, where he and the 
world need us. We are not the star. We are players in the game, team-
mates, led by our Lord.

“Therefore, my dear friends, as you have always obeyed . . . continue to 
work out your salvation with fear and trembling, for it is God who works in 
you to will and to act in order to fulfill his good purpose.” (Phil. 2:12-13)

CALLING
Throughout my ministry, I have taught the Reformed Christian idea 
of “calling.” One must recognize a caller to have a calling. Key is 
listening within the noise.

 Listen to: God through the Scriptures. Others on the team. The cries 
of the world.  Your heart as it passionately responds to needs. Your 
head as it reflects on opportunities.  The experiences of faith, hope 
and love as we live.

Frederick Buechner stated, “The place God calls you to is the place where 
your deep gladness and the world’s deep hunger meet.” Wonderful.

“For it is by grace you have been saved, through faith – and this is 

not from yourselves, it is the gift 
of God – not by works, so that no 
one can boast. For we are God’s 
handiwork, created in Christ Je-
sus to do good works, which God 
prepared in advance for us to do.” 
(Eph. 2:10-12)

Jesus calls, “Come, follow 
me,” and concludes, “Go . . . 
surely, I am with you always.” 
Go to all nations. I am joining 
the Chinese Church of Iowa City 
as their English language pastor, 
another turn, another position to 
play, stepping up to the plate and 
taking another swing. I hope it’s a 
home run. 

Wolthuis at Doubleday.

MORE ON 'TEN COMMANDMENTS' (P. 18): 
Artist Bruce Gillespie was born with Down
syndrome and cannot read or write. His mentor 
Sam Goldenberg read the Ten Commandments 
passage to Gillespie, who rendered it visually. 
Gillespie's 'Ten Commandments' collection was 
exhibited at Yale Divinity School in May 2019.
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CONSIDER THE ROBINS
Heidi VanderSlikke  |  hmvanderslikke@hotmail.com

Heidi lives in Mapleton Township, Ont. Her life and writing centre 
on faith, family and farm life.

LEGEND HAS IT THAT THE PERSON who spots the first robin will have 
good luck all year. Our robins arrived several weeks ago and they 
didn’t look too lucky – hunkering down under the evergreens, feath-

ers puffed up, wearily eyeing the 
snow covered lawn for anything 
that looked like food. While I’m 
not superstitious, I can’t deny 
feeling fortunate at seeing our 
red-breasted friends return. It’s 
a hint that winter’s bitter winds 
will eventually yield to spring 
breezes. Beyond that, these love-
ly creatures remind me of my 
father. They were his favourite 
birds.

 Oh, Pa had his issues with rob-
ins for sure – such as the constant 
battle to save his strawberry patch 
from their greedy little beaks. 
“I wouldn’t mind it so much,” 
he often said, “If they’d eat a 
whole berry and move on instead 
of poking holes in all of them.” 
He hung pie plates on sticks to 
scare them off and carefully laid 
netting over the patch whenever 
the berries were ripe. Inevitably 
the robins found ways around his 
protective measures.

 He allowed them to nest over 
the garage light, even though it 
meant an airborne assault every 

time he went to the car, not to mention the mighty mess on the door-
step. One evening he set up the hibachi in the driveway. As flames 
rose from the charcoal, one of the fledglings decided to leave the nest. 
In awkward flight, it headed straight for the flaming barbecue. Pa in-
tercepted, grabbing the hibachi and lifting it out of the way. The little 
robin pursued, as if determined to surrender itself to the fire. Another 
nestling joined in the fracas. Despite Pa’s evasive maneuvers, the baby 
birds followed. The mother robin returned in a tizzy and began swoop-
ing low over the poor man’s head. He finally took the hibachi to the 
end of the driveway and set it down. “Crazy birds!” he shouted. “My 
head isn’t a landing strip.”

 
TRUE COMPANIONSHIP
Still, Pa sincerely admired the robins. He loved the way they greet the 
dawn with their hopeful song and close out the day with a contented 
melody. Like him, they put in long days of hard work. They persevere 
through challenges. And perhaps best of all, he respected the way both 
father and mother robins take their responsibilities so seriously.

 A pair of robins typically produces two or three clutches of eggs 
in a season, with four to six eggs each time. They often build a new 
nest for each batch. Females choose the nesting site and actually do 
the building, but males supply construction materials. Once the eggs 
are hatched, both parents share in delivering up to 150 meals per 
day. A healthy baby robin will eat its own weight in worms, bugs and 
berries each day. “It’s all about working together for the family,” my 
dad told me. “Like a duet – when each one does their part the music 
is so much prettier.”

 Amazing what we can learn from the birds.
 Welcome back, guys. Who’s up for barbecue? 

MOST PEOPLE THINK of gar-
dening as a nurturing sort of 
activity, forgetting that gar-
deners must also ruthlessly 
defend their crops from creep-
ing green invaders. My blood-
thirsty gardener instincts are in 
full force when invasive weeds 
(such as creeping bellflower) 
or creepy-crawly pests (like the 
caterpillar of the white cabbage 
butterfly) threaten to devour 
my brussels sprouts. But in the 
summer of 2020, I discovered 
that sometimes it’s okay to host 
a pest intent on destruction. The 
new, very hungry visitors were 
caterpillars of the monarch but-
terfly and my new milkweed 
plants were their prey. 

THE VERY HUNGRY  
CATERPILLAR

Elisabeth Gesch  |  Guest Columnist

Elisabeth lives in Thunder Bay, Ont. where she grows climbing 
plants up every available fence in postage-stamp sized yard and 
discourages her cat, Sharpie, from chasing after butterflies.

For the early part of my life, 
monarchs always seemed like 
storybook creatures, like nar-
whals or reindeer. (Some things 
never become real until one en-
counters them in real life.) But 
after moving to Northwestern 
Ontario, I began to learn about 
milkweed and monarchs, espe-
cially through the work of Dan 
Fulton, the founder of the Ade-
laide Monarch Garden in Thun-
der Bay. Monarch numbers have 
been declining for decades due 
to habitat loss, use of pesticides 
and climate change. Our region 
sits at the northern-edge of mon-
arch territory, so many people 
plant milkweed (the necessary 
host plant) to help sustain the 

monarch populations as they pre-
pare to make the 4,000-5,000 km 
migration back to Mexico for the 
winter. Between their arrival in 
spring and departure at the end 
of summer, three generations of 
monarchs will have called those 
milkweed plants home. 

GARDENING GENEROUSLY
In the summer of 2021, the mon-
archs arrived a few weeks early, 
when the milkweed plants were 
still quite small. The monarch-ob-
sessed population of Thunder 
Bay watched with trepidation as 
female monarchs deposited egg 
after egg on plants that wouldn’t 
be able to sustain the resulting 
caterpillars. I had as many as 12 
large caterpillars at a time eating 
away at a single milkweed plant, 
and by the time they were ready 
to leave to form a chrysalis, they 
had gnawed it down to the stems. 

Far from mercilessly protect-
ing my garden plants, I soon 
found myself offering more and 
more milkweed plants to be de-
voured by my new guests. I in-
creased the number of milkweed 

plants in my yard from three in 
2020 to eight in 2021 and add-
ed a new native plant garden in 
the alley beyond the fence. I’m 
hopeful that one day my milk-
weed will grow fast enough to 
outpace the caterpillars and put 
out flowers.

Eventually, the strange rela-
tionship between milkweed and 
caterpillar ends as each mature 
caterpillar departs on a journey 
across the yard to find a likely 
spot to build a cocoon such as 

on the underside of a rhubarb 
leaf, in the trellis behind the 
honeysuckle, or under the rail-
ing on the deck. I heave a sigh 
of relief that I grew just enough 
milkweed to provide each vora-
cious teenager with the means to 
progress to its next stage. If I’m 
lucky, I’ll be around to watch it 
emerge and spread out its new 
wings. I guess I can sacrifice a 
few flowers for the monarchs 
and save my wrath for the little 
green cabbage worms. 
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info@Dykstrabros.com
St Catharines > 905.646.0199

Beamsville > 905.563.7374
Burlington > 905.643.6978

www.dykstrabros.com
DYKSTRA BROS ROOFING LTD, R.R.#1 BEAMSVILLE ON L0R 1B1

BAKKER
BARRISTER & SOLICITOR
     1 Keefer Road

  St. Catharines ON  L2M 6K4
Email: Bert@bakkerlaw.ca

East of Lock 1 - on site parking
905-688-9352

Albert J Bakker 

Serving Beamsville 
and area since 1969

Complete Collision Repairs
Quality Refinishing

 Jerry Gerritsen  5529 Regional Rd. #81

 Alan Gerritsen Beamsville ON L0R 1B3

            Phone/Fax: 905-563-7702

Hulse & English
Funeral Home

75 Church St.  St. Catharines
905-684-6346  - 24 Hours

hulseandenglish.com
 Holly Rousseau - Managing Director

Serving the community over150 years

RAMAKER'S IMPORTS INC.
We specialize in 

DUTCH FOOD / CHEESE / 
CHOCOLATE / TEXTILES & GIFTS

579 Ontario St., St. Catharines ON L2N 4N8
Fax: 905-934-3344      905-934-6454

ramakersimports@bellnet.ca
ramakersimports.com

GARY VAN EYK CPA,CMA 
  Chartered Professional Accountant
  Accounting - Tax - Financial Consulting

201- 50 Lakeport Rd.,
           St. Catharines ON L2N 4P7

 Ph: 905-646-7331     Fax: 905-646-0951

E-mail: gary@garyvaneyk.ca

European Deli and Gifts
118 Wyndham St. N. Guelph

519-822-4690
760 Upper James St., Hamilton

905-383-2981

Home • Auto • Farm • Business • Life

Meester 
 Insurance Centre

o/b P.V.& V. Insurance Centre Ltd.

The Village Square
Regional Rd 20, P.O. Box 299     
Smithville, ON  L0R 2A0

Tel: 905.957.2333 • Fax: 905.957.2599 
Toll Free: 1.800.465.8256

           meesterinsurance.com

The business directory ads are 2.4068 by 1.6708 inches - can that be 
simplified? 
Will send individually and also greyscale ones in proper .pdfs when I 
know these are ok.  
They are currently for the second issue of the month but can put 4 in one 
issue and 4 in another or so when there are two issues in the month.

European Deli and Gifts
118 Wyndham St. N. Guelph

519-822-4690
760 Upper James St., Hamilton

905-383-2981

I N S U R A N C E  C E N T R E
MEESTER

Home • Auto • Farm • Business • Life

Meester 
Insurance Centre

o/b P.V.& V. Insurance Centre Ltd.

The Village Square
Regional Rd 20, P.O. Box 299     
Smithville, ON  L0R 2A0

Tel: 905.957.2333 • Fax: 905.957.2599 
Toll Free: 1.800.465.8256

Serving Beamsville 
and area since 1969

Complete Collision Repairs
Quality Refinishing

 Jerry Gerritsen  5529 Regional Rd. #81

 Alan Gerritsen Beamsville ON L0R 1B3

            Phone/Fax: 905-563-7702

SUBMIT YOUR AD
To submit your ad or view our 
Media Kit visit:  
www.christiancourier.ca/advertise 
Contact: ads@christiancourier.ca 

info@Dykstrabros.com
St Catharines > 905.646.0199

Beamsville > 905.563.7374
Burlington > 905.643.6978

www.dykstrabros.com
DYKSTRA BROS ROOFING LTD, R.R.#1 BEAMSVILLE ON L0R 1B1

IF YOU HAVE DECIDED IN YOUR
TO GIVE

heart

we c an help !
800.267.8890 ext. 217  or  info@csservices.ca

REGISTER AT CPJ.CA/SJ2022
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S E E K I N G
J U S T I C E
MAY 25-27, 2022
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Classifieds

BIERLING, Louis (Louwe)
Bierling, Louis (Louwe), passed away peacefully on Saturday, April 16, 2022 in his 89th year 
into the safe arms of his Lord where he is finally home. He will be lovingly missed by his 
wife Effie (nee Brouwer) of 61 years; children Peter and Jackie, Gerald and Colleen, Marvin 
and Margherita, Tammy and Mike. Lovingly remembered as a great and caring grandfather to 
Joshua and Beth, Aaron, Scott, Jason, Vanessa, Corina and Alec, Alyson, Ada, Jacob, Daniel, 
Naomi and Rachael and great grandfather to Orion. He will be greatly missed by siblings on 
the Bierling and Brouwer sides.
In lieu of flowers, donations can be made to the Alzheimer’s Society. Condolences can be di-
rected to louis.bierling@sympatico.ca.

FRAN A. BOER-PRINS and JAN H. BOER 
We are happy to remind family and friends of our 60th Anniversary on June 5th. It all began 
at Calvin University, Grand Rapids, MI. Thank God and rejoice with us! 
1250 Bute St., Suite 907, Vancouver, BC V6E 1Z9 or boerjf@hotmail.com. 
For our story go to website: www.SocialTheology.com.
Together with our children: Lydia & Chris (Abuja, Nigeria); Kevin (Mountain View CA); 
Cynthia and Cecil (Auburn, WA); Wiebe & Joanna (Grand Rapids MI).

ANNIVERSARY

Happy birthday to Harold de Kleer!
We would like to wish our Dad a wonderful 90th birthday on June 
7th. He inspires us by being an active member of both cycling and 
photography clubs, and by finding new ways to fix all that is “poor-
ly designed” in the world. Harold is an amazing father, grandfather, 
great-grandfather and friend. Birthday greetings can be sent to Har-
old at harolds90th@dekleer.ca.

BIRTHDAY

JOBS
TEACHING PASTOR
Hope Fellowship Christian Reformed Church in Courtice, Ontario, is actively seeking a full-
time Teaching Pastor passionate about preaching God’s word within dynamic worship, with a 
focus on cross-generational shepherding and discipleship and a passion for engaging the next 
generation.  Hope Fellowship embraces and lives out God’s redemptive plan by inviting peo-
ple to believe in Jesus, belong to God’s family and bless every neighbour.  Send questions and 
resumes to search@hopefellowship.ca.

Happy 90th Birthday Jane Oegema May 11, 2022 D.V. “The Lord 
bless you and keep you.”  Numbers 6:24. From her loving children: 
Margaret (John †), Lucy (Fred †), Bernie & Alison, Tom & Evelyn, 
16 grandchildren and 34 great-grandchildren. “God is our refuge and 
strength.”  (Psalm 46:1a). 16 Massey Drive, St. Thomas, ON  N5R 
5M6. Jane.oegema@gmail.com

FULL TIME YOUTH DIRECTOR 
Maranatha Christian Reformed Church of York, ON is seeking a dynamic full-time Youth 
Ministries Director. York is located along the Grand River just 15-20 minutes south of Ham-
ilton, ON. To learn more or request a job description, please email office.yorkcrc@gmail.com 
or call (289) 757-4114 or visit our website http://www.maranathacrcyork.ca/jobs.html.

www.wittetravel.com/tours/journey-through-the-land

616.957.8113
3250 28th St SE

Grand Rapids, MI

Sign up
today!

Judean Desert at sunset, Israel

Journey Through

The Land
September 29 – October 13, 2022

Join experienced tour hosts Jeff and Karen 
Blamer on a fascinating journey through 
Israel that connects sightseeing with scripture 
and brings the stories of the Bible to life.

 
Investment Opportunity 

Located on New Street in Burlington, Ontario 
 

Offering promissory notes 
 

 
 

For further information: 
John Dekker (Treasurer) • 905-637-9799 johnbdekker@gmail.com 

Clarence Plas (Accountant) • 905-639-6412 clarenceplas1@gmail.com. 
 

www.maranathagardens.ca 

 

OBITUARIES
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BRINKMAN, Cornelis
On April 10th the Lord called Kees home in his 92nd year. Prede-
ceased by Grietje Brinkman, his wife of 61 years and by his par-
ents: Dirk Brinkman and Klazien Brinkman-Hart.
Devoted father to Grace (Gary), Dirk (Margie), John (Annette) and 
Kathleen. Dear Opa to Miranda, Liesje (David), Annette and John Da-
vid, Danielle (Jonathan), Annelise, Bethany, Nathaniel (Lea), Hannah 
(Nathan), Ben, Tobie, Lucy, Samantha and Ella. Great-grandfather to 
Esther, Flora and Emmerick. Survived by his brothers Henk, Dick and Wim.
Kees was born March 6, 1931 in Zaandam, Netherlands. He married Grietje in February 1957 
and they emigrated to Peterborough a month later. Together they ensured that their home and 
cottage on Chandos Lake were places of hospitality and fellowship. Kees was an active member 
of Cephas Christian Reformed Church and was employed at Miltronics/Siemens for over 30 
years. He was a man with the gift of working with his hands; everything from building/renova-
tions to boats to wooden toys for his grandchildren. Kees was happiest on the water with a sail 
full of wind, and happier yet when he could share that experience with friends and family.

VOORTMAN, Harry
On Friday, April 8, 2022, just sixteen days after the passing of his 
precious and beloved wife “Annie,” Harry was also called home 
by his Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ. He was a devoted and 
loving husband to Anne for nearly 63 years, a wonderful father 
to his children: Brenda Jorritsma (John), Ed Voortman (Christa), 
Lynn Voortman (Sonja†), Robert Voortman and Adrian Voortman 
(Janice). He was a dear grandpa to twelve grandchildren and two 
great grandchildren. Harry will be missed by brothers-in-law and 
sisters-in-law Harry and Mary VanderWal and Jake and Pauline VanderWal, Gertie Van-
derWal (Paul†), Aleida Voortman (John†), Barb VanderWal (Neil†), and Al VanderMeulen 
(Sandra†).
He is predeceased by his three brothers, John (Jan), John (Johann) and Bill. Many nephews 
and nieces will also miss “Uncle Arie.”
He will also be missed by so many in his other Voortman “family,” made up of employees 
and distributors who, over many years, contributed with their diverse talents to the success 
of Voortman Cookies Ltd.
Harry’s first priorities in life were God and family. He and his brother Bill founded Voort-
man Cookies in 1951 and this business was, of course, a great passion for him. The busi-
ness was successful, though success was not a word Harry was comfortable with; to him, 
the business was simply “blessed by God.” Another passion for Harry was flying. In order 
to keep face-to-face contact with members of an ever-growing sales network, Harry got his 
pilot’s license and flew the company plane himself, eventually logging close to 7000 hours 
of flight time. Through all the years of raising a family and running a growing business, 
Harry, like his wife Anne, was content to remain in the small family home they had pur-
chased in Burlington, Ontario in 1960. His was a life of dedicated work, deep faith, com-
passionate devotion and always, always gratitude to his Lord and Maker.
“Trust in the Lord with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding; in all your 
ways acknowledge Him, and He will direct your paths.” Proverbs 3:5-6

FREDRIK, Jacob
October 30, 1934 - March 20, 2022
“My help comes from the Lord, the Maker of heaven and earth.” 
Psalm 121:2
Jacob Fredrik Gehrels (Jack) passed away peacefully at home at 
the age of 87.
Jack was born and raised on a farm in the Netherlands. Living 
there through the difficult times of the depression and WW2 
formed him into the resilient, and innovative person he was.
Jack immigrated to Canada at the age of 18, and married Lenie in Toronto in 1958. They had 
5 children whom they loved dearly. Together they built a life that centered on family, com-
munity and church. As a devout Christian, Jack demonstrated his faith through his passionate 
volunteer work supporting missionaries, refugees and other benevolent causes.
Deeply missed by his wife Lenie, his daughters Angela and husband Karl, and Betty-Ann and 
husband Evan. Predeceased by his children Ken, Jim and Corrine, and grandson Mark. Jack 
will be deeply missed by his daughters-in-law Sharon and Lynda, and his son-in-law Bill. 
Forever cherished by 17 grandchildren and 13 great-grandchildren.

VOORTMAN, Anna (Anne, nee VanderWal)
On Wednesday, March 23, 2022, four days before her 86th birth-
day, Anna was called home by her beloved Lord and Saviour. 
Dearly loved wife for almost 63 years of Harry Voortman. 
Loving mother of Brenda Jorritsma (John), Ed Voortman (Chris-
ta), Lynn Voortman (Sonja, †), Rob Voortman, Adrian Voortman 
(Janice).
Dear Grandma to twelve grandchildren and two great grandchildren.
Anna will be missed by brothers Harry VanderWal (Mary), Jake VanderWal (Pauline), sisters-
in-law Gertrude VanderWal, Barb VanderWal, Aleida Voortman and brother-in-law Al Van-
dermeulen. She is predeceased by siblings Paul, Bill, Jane, Neil and Sandra. Many nieces and 
nephews will also miss her.
Anna’s greatest love was the people in her life and she was always deeply concerned for the 
ones who were suffering. She enjoyed simple pleasures like watching the birds at her feeder, 
laughing at re-runs of “I Love Lucy,” and, for over 60 years, keeping a watchful eye on her 
street, Conrad Court.
Many times she professed that she was not afraid to die, and that she would not go even one 
minute before her time.
“If we live, we live for the Lord; and if we die, we die for the Lord. So, whether we live or die, 
we belong to the Lord.” Romans 14:8
“The Lord is my light and my salvation.” Psalm 27:1

VANDER PLOEG, HELEN
On April 19, 2022, Helen Vander Ploeg went peacefully to her 
Lord and Saviour at the Woodstock Hospital at the age of 90 after 
a brief illness. Helen is survived by her loving husband Ray of 
over 67 years; her children, Joyce Cunningham (Robert Alder-
son) of Hamilton, ON, Anita Klaver of St. Thomas, ON, Jeff of 
Abbotsford, BC, Jane (Gerard) Kuntz of Welland, ON, Colin 
(Anita) of Fonthill, ON, Gary (Angel) of Port Orange, FL, and 14 
grandchildren and 8 (soon to be 9) great-grandchildren. Helen was 
pre-deceased by their oldest son Stewart in 1988. Memorial service is scheduled for April 26 
at 1:30pm at Maranatha Christian Reformed Church of Woodstock ON.
Helen served her Lord over the years as wife and mother, running a busy home with seven 
children, volunteering in her church, and enjoying reading a multitude of books over the 
years. She now rests from her labours in the loving presence of the Redeemer. Psalm 139:1, 
24: “Lord, you have searched me and you know me … lead me in the way everlasting.”
Condolences can be sent to the family by visiting Helen’s online memorial at www.brocka-
ndvisserfuneralhome.com, or to rvanderploeg@execulink.com or to 812-800 Chieftain St., 
Woodstock, ON, N4T 1T8.
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IS PUBLIC MONEY SPENT 
FOR PUBLIC GOOD? 
Yes, the budget needed to be rewritten. It’s time to 
take federal-sized responsibilities seriously. 
Natalie Appleyard and Maryo Wahba

ON APRIL 7, THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT RELEASED BUDGET 2022, 
sparking another round of analysis and debate about how public mon-
ey should be spent.

Christians in Canada would do well to reflect on what criteria we are 
using to evaluate government spending decisions. Otherwise, it can be 
difficult to contextualize spending announcements, particularly when 
we’re dealing in billions of dollars and deciphering partisan spin.

The question is not simply how much is being spent, but how well 
is it being spent, and to what end. What is the federal government (in 
this case) well positioned to do, that we, as smaller groups of citizens 
could not accomplish in its absence?

FEDERAL RESPONSIBILITY
The Government of Canada has a legal responsibility to create the 
conditions in which all people can enjoy their social, cultural and eco-
nomic rights to an adequate standard of living. The government is 
uniquely positioned to carry out this responsibility by creating un-
derlying social and physical infrastructures, and implementing rights-
based regulatory frameworks and policies. 

Unfortunately, decades of inaction, underfunding and discriminato-
ry policies have brought about today’s multiple crises of health, hous-
ing and affordability. And it’s going to cost a lot more now to fix the 
situation than it would have to prevent it. The government should be 
carrying this debt so individuals and families don’t have to. But they 
must also implement a fair tax system and rights-based regulatory 
standards to ensure corporations and wealthy individuals contribute 
their fair share, too.

Previous budgets, mandate letters, reports and consultations demon-
strate that our governments know of their legal obligations, know of 
policies and investments that have proven effective, and even know 
of the public support for such transformational change. But they have 
chosen instead to tell us, time and again, “wait” and, “we can’t possi-
bly do it all.” But we can, and we must mobilize our great resources 
and creativity to address the interconnected crises of today.

STOMACHING THE COST 
The tricky part is getting over the sticker shock of necessary upfront 
investments in order to cultivate downstream savings. It takes con-
vincing people to give up “the devil we know” for the uncertainty of 
an alternative future. Sometimes, incrementalism and half-measures 
result in a kind of “straw man” phenomenon where programs or pol-

icies are seen as failures, when really, they simply weren’t properly 
implemented because of inadequate funding, all because parties felt 
the public wouldn’t stomach the actual needed costs. We are reminded 
of Jesus’ parable about the man who sets out to build a tower and is 
ridiculed when he runs out of money and can’t finish the job – the 
Ontario basic income pilot comes to mind, not because it ran out of 
money, or wasn’t working, but because its funding was pulled!

Other times, lots of money is dedicated to programs with very little 
uptake or impact, either because overly restrictive eligibility criteria 
exclude those who stand to benefit the most from them, or because the 
program does nothing to tackle the underlying issues that create the 
need being targeted. Tinkering around the edges won’t bring about the 
systemic change we need.

COLLECTIVE RIGHTS 
Our well-being, our liberation is bound up together with all people liv-
ing in these lands, and even beyond; it is tied intrinsically to the flour-
ishing of all creation and the rights and dignity of each person. These 
are not just flowery words or politically correct posturing. Persistent 
and increasing socio-economic inequities (i.e., the status quo) alienate 
sizable portions of the population who are feeling increasingly inse-
cure about their prospects in life. This creates fertile ground for scape-
goating and fear that has a spill-over effect into other facets of society.

So yes, we will argue for ambitious, targeted spending and policies 
to bring equity to the marginalized. Yes, we will call for increased tax-
es and accountability for wealthy individuals and corporations. Yes, 
we will name the ongoing impacts of the Doctrine of Christian Dis-
covery and its perpetuation of colonialism, white supremacy, hetero-
patriarchy and ableism masquerading as meritocracy. Yes, we believe 
we need to transition to a sustainable, green economy. And yes, that 
might make some people feel like they are being stripped of what they 
have worked hard for, just to see it mismanaged by big government. 
The fear is real. Our current system is demonstrably inadequate to 
protect people facing precarity and poverty. But this is precisely why 
this system needs to be transformed, and it is precisely why we need to 
work together to call for ambitious action and investments.

No individual person, family, community or ecosystem should have 
to bear the burden of a system designed to extract wealth and resourc-
es and concentrate them in the hands of a very privileged few. This 
is true for the transition to renewable energy sources and the reduc-
tion of greenhouse gas emissions. It is true for critically needed in-
vestments in health care, housing and income security that have been 

Maryo Wahba

Maryo is the Communica-
tions Coordinator at CPJ.

languishing for over 40 years. 
Our federal policies should serve 
to ensure all people benefit from 
the great abundance found in our 
lands, waters and communities – 
a just and sustainable future.

Our government is in a position 
to collect and distribute wealth, 
and even to take on debt, in order 
to close the gaping inequities in 
socio-economic and health out-
comes for people living in this 
land of abundance. But they can-
not do this alone, and they will 
not if we let partisan grandstand-
ing push out substantive debate 
both on the Hill and in our home-
towns. It is up to us, as members 
of civil society, to speak up and 
support one another, bearing one 
another’s burdens and calling for 
our collective rights, well-being 
and liberation.

Let’s call for the change and in-
vestments we really need, having 
counted the cost of inaction with 
as much care as the cost of trans-
formation, and standing firm in 
affirming that each person, each 
corner of creation, is worth it. 
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Natalie Appleyard 

Natalie is the Socio-Eco-
nomic Policy Analyst at 
Citizens for Public Justice 
(CPJ).

Our federal policies should serve to 
ensure all people benefit from the great 

abundance found in our lands, waters and 
communities.




